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The objectives of this research are: (1) to define a method of 
extending an operator I, defined for functions mapping a space X into 
a space Z, to an operator I, defined for functions mapping X into a 
(new) space Y, and to study the properties o f I; and (2) to apply this 
technique of extension to the case where I is the Lebesgue integral, 
G is the set of real numbers or' the set or complex numbers, and Y is an 
arbitrary non-empty set, or a topologicaJ space, or a partially ordered 
set, or a group topological space, or a partially ordered group topo­
logical space, or a topological group, or a Banach space. We require 
that the values of I be in Y or in some extension of Y. 
The main purpose of this rocear-. h ie the generalization of inte­
gration and it is in the spirit a McShnnf-'s te-neralization [1] of 
integration from an oraer point" e l view. 
General properties that wo would like the extension I to possess 
are: 
(PI) I inherits most of the basic properties ei I; 
(P2) if Y=Z, then 1=1 on their identical domains; 
(P3) if <j> maps X into Y and T maps Y into Q, then l(T((|))] = T (i (cp)] ; 
(PM) every operator i r, defined for functions on X into Y, is an I for 
some I; and 
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(P5) if I is the Lebesgue integral and Y is a Banach space, then I 
contains some oi the existing general izat i >rio of the Lebesgue 
integral to vector-vaJued functions. 
In Chapter III we define the extension I of a general operator 1 
and discuss properties (PI) through (P5). Chapters IV and V deal with 
properties (Pi) and (P2) when I is the Lebesgue integral. 
In order to obtain a method of extending a general operator I, 
we first studied the techniques already used in generalizing the 
Lebesgue integral. Most of the generalizations of the Lebesgue integral 
require a structure on the range space (Y) of the functions to be inte­
grated which is more than just a topology. They usually hypothesize 
that either addition and scalar multiplication are defined o n Y , or that 
an ordering exists on Y. We were looking for a methoc that could be 
generalized to the case that Y is a topological space or just an arbi­
trary non-empty set. This means that the te hnique must have the 
property that it can be extended so that the delinition of I is Inde­
pendent of any structure on Y. Then we can put various structures on 
Y and deduce the resulting appropriate properties of I. 
The most important generalizations of the Lebesgue integral to 
iunctions mapping a measure space into a linear' topological space Y are, 
in their order of generality, tho Bochner integral [4], the Birkhoff 
integral [5], the Pettis integral [2], the Lunhord integral [3], the 
Phillips integral [6], and the Rickart integral [7]. The first four 
See Hildebrandt [8] for a discussion of these integrals and 
many more generalizations of the Lebesgue Integral. 
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integrals require that Y be a Banach space over the reals, and Y is 
specified as a locally convex linear topological space in the case of 
the last two integrals. 
The first question, then, is which of these integrals will 
generalize to "the case in which Y is a topological group? That is, if 
we take the scalars away, will more or less the same procedure go 
through? In the Bochner, Birkhoff, and Phillips integrals scalar mul­
tiplication is essential because each needs to consider sums like 
y (b(x.)u(E.) where u(E.) is the measure of a set (a scalar) and <J>(x.) 
^ 1 1 1 i 
is a vector, or a set of vectors, in Y. Rickart's integral has been 
generalized to the case that Y is a topological group ([9],[10]). The 
basic idea here was to do away with the measure function entirely, and 
therefore not need scalar multiplication. 
Rickart's method, and Its generalization to Y a topological 
group, will not extend to the case that Y is a topological space 
because addition of elements in Y is essential in this technique. 
The procedure used by Pettis and Dunford can be generalized to 
the case that Y is a topological group or a topological space. Both 
used members of the dual of Y (all the continuous linear maps of Y 
into the reals; the members of the dual are called functionals) to 
transfer the range space of the functions to be integrated to the reals. 
That is, if <p maps the measure space X into Y, they then would consider 
the set {f(<j>)|f in the dual of Y}. If Y is a topological group we do 
not have a range space for the functionals automatically supplied. For 
the moment, let Z, possibly the reals or the complex numbers, be the 
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range space of the functionals. Therefore we propose to use function-
als, in exactly the same way Pettis and Dunford did, to extend the 
Lebesgue integral to functions mapping a measure space into Y, except 
that we will vary our types of functionals to match the properties of 
Y. For example, if Y is a topological group (no scalars) we can only 
require the functionals to be continuous homomorphisms on Y into Z; 
if Y is a topological space (no addition) the functionals could be con­
tinuous maps of Y into Z; and if Y is an arbitrary non-empty set the 
functionals are functions on Y into Z. We will also vary the space Z 
to match the properties of Y. This method can be used to extend a 
general operator, and if Y is a Banach space and I is the Lebesgue 
integral we will see that I contains the integrals of Bochner, Birkhoff, 
Pettis, and Dunford. 
In Chapter II we define the Pettis and Dunford integrals, state 
a few of their basic properties, and look at the relationship between 
these two integrals. 
In Chapter III we generalize the ideas of Pettis and Dunford 
and construct the extension of a general operator and develop its 
properties. Here the spaces Y and Z are usually arbitrary non-empty 
sets and the functionals are just functions mapping Y into Z. We also 
discuss how the extension I is related to the Pettis and Dunford inte­
grals when Y is a Banach space and I is the Lebesgue integral. For the 
rest of the paper, we specialize to the case in which I is the Lebesgue 
integral. 
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In Chapter IV we use the reals under addition as the range space 
of the functionals. Here we start with Y an arbitrary non-empty set, 
and step-by-step add structure to Y and derive the appropriate proper­
ties of I. Whenever possible the functionals will be continuous order 
preserving homomorphisms of Y into the reals. We show that when Y is 
a partially ordered group topological space, I inherits most of the 
basic properties of the Lebesgue integral. 
In Chapter V we use the complex numbers under multiplication for 
the range space of the functionals. This is a natural choice for the 
range space because of Pontrjagin's duality theorem (Theorem 1 of Chap­
ter V). Here we show that, when the complex numbers under multiplication 
is used for the range space of the functionals, there is a useful 
generalization of the Lebesgue integral if and only if the measure 
function takes on only two values, zero and one. 
Chapter VI consists of three examples. Each example deals with 
the extension of the Lebesgue integral when the reals under addition 
is used as the range space of the functionals. In Chapter IV we always 
assume that the domain of the extension is non-empty and that there are 
many non-trivial functionals. These examples show that this is the case 
for three different spaces Y. The last example in Chapter VI deals with 
an integral for set-valued functions. There has been considerable 
There is no relationship assumed between the order relation, 
addition, and the topology. 
The sense in which the generalization Is useful is indicated by 
Theorems 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Chapter V. 
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interest recently in extending results to set-valued functions, and an 
integral has been studied for these functions ([11],[12] ,[13],[14]). 
This integral has been called Aumann's integral. Example 3 shows that 
our extension of the Lebesgue integral contains Aumann's integral when 
Y consists of all non-empty subsets of real numbers. 
There are three appendices. Appendix A gives the proof of a 
theorem that is needed in Chapter IV. In Appendix B we collect together 
certain facts about the Lebesgue integral of a complex-valued function 
with respect to a complex measure that are needed in Chapter V. In 




THE PETTIS AND DUNFORD INTEGRALS 
In this chapter we will define the Pettis [2] and Dunford [3] 
integrals, state a few of their properties, and look at the relationship 
between these two integrals. In the next chapter we generalize the 
ideas of Pettis and Dunford and construct the extension of a general 
operator. 
The Pettis Integral 
Let (X,A,u) be a measure space, A a a-algebra of subsets of X, 
and y a finite measure on A. Y will be a Banach space over the reals, 
Y'(Y") denotes all the continuous, linear, real-valued functions on 
Y(Y'), and L(IJj,E) stands for the Lebesgue integral of real-valued ^ over 
EeA with respect to u. 
Definition 1 
(a) A function (() on X into Y is weakly measurable if and only 
if f($) is measurable for every feY'. 
(b) A function (J) on X into Y is Pettis integrable over EeA if 
and only if <p is weakly measurable and there exists a y peY such that 
f(y^) = L(f(<J)),E) for every feY'. If so, the Pettis integral of 4> over 
E with respect to u, written P((f>,E), is defined to be y . 
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(c) A function (J) on X into Y is Pettis integrable if and only if 
It is Pettis integrable over E for every EeA. 
Some of the immediate consequences of Definition 1 are: 
(a) the integral is a linear function of the integrand; 
(b) if cj)^  is Pettis integrable, cj> = tf) a.e., and cj)^  is weakly 
A A 
measurable, then cj)^  is Pettis integrable and P(tf) ,E) = PCcj^jE) for 
every EeA; 
(c) if Y is the set of real numbers the Pettis integral coin­
cides with the Lebesgue integral; and 
(d) if ^^'"""'^n^ a m e a s u r a ^ ^ e partition of X and cj)(x) = 
y^eY for xeA^, i = l,2, , , ,,n, then cj> is Pettis integrable and P(cj),E) = 
n 
£ y.u(EnA.) for every EeA. 
i = l 
We wish to look at the Pettis integral when Y is a Hilbert space, 
but first we need the following theorem, a proof of which is given in 
Hille and Phillips ([15], p.77). 
Theorem 1. Let (X,A,u) be a a-finite measure space, cj) a function on X 
Into Y which is weakly measurable and |L(f(cj)),x) | < + 0 0 for every feY'. 
Then the equation F(f) = L(f(<J>),XJ , for every feY', defines a function 
F on Y' into the reals and FeY". 
Y a Hilbert Space 
Let Y be a Hilbert space over the reals. Then, by the Riesz 
Pettis ([2], p.302) has observed that it may happen that tf> is 
Pettis integrable over X but cj> is not Pettis integrable. 
A A 
This can be omitted if u is a complete measure. 
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representation theorem, if feY' there exists a YQ^ such that f(y) = 
( Y s Y q ) f ° r every yeY. Therefore every feYT is ol the form (• ,y) for 
some yeY. 
Now assume that 0 is a function on X into Y so that (<J>(x) ,y] is 
measurable in x for every yeY, and | l ( ( 4 > ( x ) ,y) ,x) | < +°° for every yeY. 
By Theorem 1, the equation f(y) = L ((<j)(x) ,y) , e ] , for every yeY and each 
EeA, defines a feY'. By the Riesz representation theorem there is a 
y^eY such that f(y) = ( y s Y j r ) f ° r every yeY. Hence (y,y^,) = 
L ((cf>(x) ,y) ,EJ for every yeY and each EeA. From Definition 1 we have 
P(cj),E) = y , so (y,P(cj),E)) = L ((cf> (x) ,y) ,EJ for every yeY and each EeA. 
ill 
Relation to Other Integrals 
Let Q be another Banach space over the reals, and T a continuous 
linear map of Y into Q. Pettis has shown ([2], p. 280 ) that if cf> is 
Pettis integrable, then so is T(cj)), and 
P(T(<j>),E] = T(P(<J>,E)] for each EeA. (1) 
Pettis uses this property of his integral to show it contains the 
Bochner and Birkhoff integrals ([2], p.281). In fact, if S is any inte­
gral defined for functions mapping X into'Y that reduces to the Lebesgue 
integral when Y is the real numbers and if the S integral has the prop­
erty of Equation (1), then every S integrable function is Pettis 
integrable and the integral values agree. 
We generalize this for a general operator I in Theorem 4 in 
Chapter III. 
This is generalized by Theorem 6 in Chapter III. 
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Y a Reflexive Banach Space 
A useful characterization of Pettis integrable functions is not 
known ([15], pp.77-78; [16]), but if Y is reflexive (Y=YM) , then <J> is 
Pettis integrable if and only if <J) is weakly measurable and 
| L [f (<p) , x ) | < +°° for every f in Y 1. This follows from the fact (The­
orem 1) that the formula 
F(f) = L(f((J>),E) for every feY' (2) 
defines a FeY" = Y for each EeA whenever | L [f (<J>) , x ) | < +°° for all feY' 
and Y is reflexive. This also leads us to Dunford's integral because 
Dunford's integral of (j> will be equal to that F in Y" defined by Equa­
tion (2). 
The Dunford Integral 
Now we assume that A is a a-algebra of subsets of X and y is a 
finite signed measure. We will write y + and y for the positive and 
negative parts of y(y + and -y are finite measures) and |y| = y + - y . 
If L(^dy+,E) and L(^d(-y ) , E] are the Lebesgue integrals of i> over EeA 
with respect to measures y + and -y , then the Lebesgue integral of i> 
over EeA with respect to y, written L(ipdy,E), is defined as L(^dy,E) -
L(ipd(-y ) , E) as long as the subtraction is defined. L (ipd( | y | ) , E J is 
defined as L(i];dy+,E) + L(^d(-y ) , E J . 
Y is a Banach space over the reals, Y'(Y") denotes all the con­
tinuous, linear, real-valued functions on Y(Y'), V is a closed linear 
manifold in Y', and F' stands for all continuous, linear, real-valued 
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functions on T, R is the set of real numbers. 
Definition 2 
(a) If EeA and l<p < + 0 0, then L (E) = E+ RU is measurable 
P 
and L[|i|j|Pd( |y| ),EJ < +°°}. 
(b) If EeA, then L (E) = E->R | ijj is measurable and there 
exists an AcE, AeA, |y|(A) = 0, and |^| < M, some M > 0, on E - A}. 
(c) If EeA and l<p < +°°, then L (E)[Y,T] = U : E+Y|fU)eL (E) 
P P 
for every feT}. 
(d) If EeA, l<p < +°°, and 4>eLp(E )[Y ,T] , then the Dunford inte­
gral of 4> over E with respect to y, written Du(<J>,E), is defined to be 
that F: T+R where F(f) = L [f (<J> )dy ,E) for every feT. 
Some of the basic properties of the Dunford integral are: 
(a) if EeA, l<p < +°°, and <j)£L(E)[Y,r], then Du(<J>,E) e r' ; 
and 
(b) the space L (E)[Y,T] is a normed linear space and Du(*,E) 
is a continuous linear operator on L (E)[Y,T] into P . 
Relationship with the Pettis Integral 
Let T=Y' and let y be a finite measure on a a-algebra A of sub­
sets of X. Then the equation F(f) = L(f(<j>),x) for every feY' , 
c|>eL (X)[Y,Y' ], defines a F in Y" (Theorem l). We have Du(cf>,X) = F. 
If we define A(y) = F^ for each y in Y, where ^y(f) = f(y) for 
every f in Y' , then A: Y-»-YM . In general Du(<f>,X) = F cannot be replaced 
"See Dunford ([3], p.339) for the norm on L (E)[Y,f]. 
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by an element in Y [F^ X(Y)J. When such a replacement can be made we get 
the Pettis integral and the two integrals agree. If Y is reflexive 
(Y"=X(Y)), then the two integrals agree on L (X)[Y,Y']. 
In case Y is not reflexive we have ([2], p.294; [3], pp. 339-340): 
(a) if <J)eL (X )[Y ,Y' ], p>l, and $ is the a.e. limit of simple 
functions, then <p is Pettis integrable and P(<j),E) = Du(<J>,E) for each 
EeA; 
(b) if c|)eL (X )[Y,Y' ], <J> is the a.e. limit of simple functions, 
and Y Is weakly complete, then $ is Pettis integrable and P(<J),E) = 
Du(cj),E) for each EeA; and 
(c) if Y is separable and p>l, then P((j),E) = Du((j),E) for each 
EeA whenever <$>eL (x)[Y,Y']. 
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CHAPTER III 
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE EXTENSION 
In this chapter we will generalize the methods of Pettis and Dun­
ford ([2],[3]) to extend an operator I, defined for functions mapping a 
space X into a space Z, to an operator I, defined for functions on X 
into a (new) space Y. 
The first section is concerned with constructing the extension 
and the question of how it is related to the Pettis and Dunford inte­
grals. In the second section we discuss the following basic properties 
of the extension: (1) continuity, (2) I reduces to I whenever Y=Z, 
(3) the composition theorem T[I((J))) = I(T((J))) and how this characterizes 
I, and (4-) that every operator I', defined for functions on X into Y, 
whose values are in Y or some extension of Y, is an I for some operator 
I. We introduce category theory in order to discuss properties (2), 
(3), and (4). 
The spaces X, Y, and Z will usually be arbitrary non-empty sets 
or topological spaces, and I will be a general operator. In this general 
setting it is difficult to deduce very much about the extension I, even 
to the extent of its existence. One can choose X, Y, Z, I, and func­
tionals f (Definition 1) so that the domain of I is empty. Therefore, 
we will always assume that we are working with spaces X, Y, and Z, an 
operator I, and functionals f, such that the domain of I is not empty. 
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In the next chapter, I will be the Lebesgue integral and Z will 
be the set of real numbers under addition. There we will see that I in­
herits most of the basic properties of I. In Chapter V, I will again 
be the Lebesgue integral, but Z will be the set of complex numbers under 
multiplication. 
If we do not specify a particular topology for a function space, 
then we assume that it has the product topology. 
Construction of the Extension 
In this section X, Y, and Z are arbitrary non-empty sets. If I 
is an operator, whose values are in Z, which is defined for certain 
functions on X into Z, we will extend it to an operator I, whose values 
will be in Y or some extension of Y, which is defined for certain func­
tions on X into Y. We will then discuss how this generalizes the methods 
used by Pettis and Dunford to extend the Lebesgue integral to vector-
valued functions. 
Definition 1 
(a) If J is any function, D(J) is the domain of J and R(J) its 
range. 
(b) If A and B are non-empty sets, then (A 9B) is the set of all 
functions on A into B. An ordered pair of sets will be denoted by 
<A,B>. 
(c) Y' is a non-empty subset of (Y,Z) called the dual of Y. Its 
elements are written f and they are called functionals. 
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(d) D(I) = {(J)£(X,Y) |f (<J> )eD( I) for every feY'}. 
(e) (Canonical map) Define A:Y-KY',Z) as A(y) = F , where 
F (f) = f(y) for every feY'. 
The reason why we call Y' the dual of Y is that the role Y' plays 
in extending I is the same as that played by the dual of a Banach space 
in Dunford's integral. Since the extension I is based on Dunford's 
integral, the terminology throughout will be borrowed from functional 
analysis. 
We will always write F for members of (Y' ,Z), tj) for elements of 
(X,Y), tli for functions on X into Z, and F for elements of R(A). 
y 
D(I) will be the domain of I, and we always assume that D(I) is non­
empty, since otherwise there is no extension. 
If <J>eD(I)s then the equation I(f(<j))) = F(f) for every feY' 
uniquely defines an element Fe(Y',Z), for each fixed <J>. Now F depends 
on <J>, and we might show this by writing F , but we will usually omit the 
subscript on F. We might define a function I on D(I) into (Y',Z) as 
I(<J>) = F where l(f(<J>)] = F(f) for every feY'. But this F might be in 
R(A) and then we could identify it with a subset of Y by using the 
inverse of the canonical map A. This brings us to the following defini­
tions of I. 
Definition 2 
(1) (a) If 4>eD(I), l(f(<J>)) = F(f) for every feY', and 
F = F eR( A) for some yeY, then I(<J>) = A _ 1(F ). 
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(b) If <j>eD(I), l(f(<j>)) = F(f) for every feY' , and F^R(A), 
then I(<j)) = F. 
(2) D Q ( I ) = {<J>eD(I)|F eR(A), where F (f) = l(f(<j>)) for every 
feY 1}. 
D (I) is just the set of all those <J>eD(I) such that there exists 
a yeY satisfying I (f (<}>)) = f(y) for every feY', since Fy(ir) = f(y) for 
every feY'. Also, if c f i e D j I ) , then I(<j>) = A _ 1(F y) = {ye Y11 (f (<p)) = f(y) 
for every feY'}. 
For each yeY, we will identify F^ and A ~^ (F ), and so we will 
write I(cf>) = F , or I((j)) = A "^(F^), whichever is more convenient at the 
time, for each <J>eD (I). Therefore, I maps D(I), a subset of (X,Y), into 
(Y',Z), or I maps some cf)e(X,Y) into (Y',Z) and some <j)e(X,Y) into subsets 
of Y. 
Of course, D (I) may be empty, but at the other extreme, it may 
happen that D (I) = * 0 (see the examples in Chapter VI). When 
D (I) is non-empty, we are naturally interested in the case in which I 
is point-valued in Y on D (I). This brings us to the next definition. 
Definition 3. Y' separates points in Y if and only if for any y^ * y^ 
in Y, there is a feY' such that f(y^) * f(y^)-
If Y' separates points in Y, then surely A is one-to-one on Y 
onto R(A). Conversely, if A is one-to-one on Y then Y' separates points 
in Y. Therefore, if Y' separates points in Y, then I is point-valued 
in Y on D (I), and if Y' does not separate points in Y I may not be 
point-valued in Y on D (I). The case in which Y' does not separate 
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points in Y can be interesting; in Chapter I V we will show that the 
extension of the Lebesgue integral is coset-valued in Y when Y is a 
group, Z is the set of real numbers, and Y ' is the set of all homomor-
phisms on Y into Z. 
Assume that 0 * Y' c Y ^ c ( Y , Z ) , and let I , I be the respective 
extensions of I by Y ^ and Y ^ . The following relationships show the 
dependence of I on Y F : (1) D ( I 2 > c D ( I 1 ) , ( 2 ) D Q ( I 2 ) C D Q ( I ) , (3) if 
4>eD ( I 2 ) , the restriction of I2(<j>) to Y ^ is I-^cj)), and ( 4 ) if <J>eD ( I ) , 
then I2(<\>) c I L ( < | ) ) . 
We therefore see that the properties of I will depend on Y ' . The 
general problem of extending I to functions mapping X into Y may be sum­
marized as follows: no matter what I and Y we are given, select a 
Y ' c (Y,Z) so that as many as possible of the following conditions are 
satisfied: (1) D ( I ) is non-empty, (2) I = I whenever Y=Z, (3) D ( I ) = 
D ( I ) 5* 0 and Y ' separates points in Y , and ( 4 ) I inherits most of the 
important properties of I . The second condition above would justify 
our calling I an extension of I , and the third condition says that I is 
point-valued in Y on its domain. Some of these conditions will be dis­
cussed in the next section and again in Chapters I V , V , and V I for 
various choices of X, Y , Z, I , and Y ' . 
One possible objection to extending I in this manner is that 
usually the values of I are in ( Y F ,Z) and are not in Y . But, since we 
identify and A ) we may think of (Y',Z) as an extension of the 
space Y . Then the values of I are in Y or the values are in the exten­
sion of Y . After all, the value of the Lebesgue integral of a finite 
measurable function can be in the extended real numbers. 
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Relation of I to the Pettis and Dunford Integrals 
We will first discuss how I is related to Dunford's integral. 
Let A be a a-algebra of subsets of X, y a finite measure on A, Y a 
Banach space over the reals, Z the set of real numbers, Y the set of 
all continuous linear maps of Y into Z, F a closed linear manifold in 
Y, and Y(f) the set of all continuous linear maps of Y(F) into Z. Y 
and Y have the usual norm topology. I( #) is the Lebesgue integral of 
measurable real-valued over X with respect to y. The domain of I is 
D(I) = |l(ijj)| < + 0 0}. I is the Y'-extension of I corresponding to 
Y' c (Y,Z). 
For each T we will take D(Du,D = {cf>e (X, Y) | f (cf> )eD( I) for every 
f in T} as the domain of Dunford's integral. If cf>eD(Du,r) and F^(f) = 
l(f(c|>)) for every f in F, then Dunford's integral of cf> over X is defined 
to be F, (see Definition 2 of Chapter II). We will write Du(cf>) for Dun-
ford's integral of cf> over X. Dunford showed that Du(cf>)ef for each cf> in 
D(Du,T) ([3], p.334). 
In order to simplify the discussion here we have simplified Dun­
ford's integral. Dunford has y a finite signed measure and we have y 
a finite measure. The domain of Dunford's integral (see Definition 2 
of Chapter II) is L (E)[Y,r] for 1 < p < +» and EeA. We have chosen 
D(Du,T) = L1(X)[Y,T] as the domain. But notice that L (X)[Y,r] c 
D(Du,r) for 1 < p < +°° because y is finite. 
Let CH(Y,Z) be the set of all continuous homomorphisms on Y 
(thinking of the vectors of Y as a group) into Z (using addition in Z). 
If A is a subset of Y, then £(A) is the linear span of A in Y and £(A) 
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is the closure of £(A) in Y. Finally, if H is a function on M and C is 
a subset of M, then H|C is the restriction of H to C. 
Theorem 1 
(a) If Y' = T, then Du(cf)) = I(<f>) on D(Du ,D = D(I). 
(b) If Y' c r , then D(Du,T) c D(I) and Du(4»)|Yf = I(<|>) on 
D(Du , r ) . 
(c) If Y' c CH(Y,Z), then Y' c Y. 
(d) Let Y' c CH(Y,Z) and T = £(Y' ). If Gel and G | Y' = Kef.) 
for some <J> in D(Du , r ) , then G = Du(cf>). 
Proof. 
(a) and (b) follow directly from the definitions of Du(•) and 
i ( - ) . 
(c) Let f be in Y'. It is easy to see that f(ry) = rf(y) for 
each rational r and each y in Y ([17], p.19). The continuity of f 
implies that f(ay) = af(y) for all reals a and all y in Y. Hence f is 
in Y. 
(d) From (c), Y' c Y. It follows that T is a closed linear 
manifold in Y. By (b), Du(<j>) = G on Y', because they both equal I((f)) 
on Y'. It follows that Du(cf>) = G on £(Y' ) because £(Yf ) c r and both 
are linear on T into Z. Hence Du(<j>) = G on T because they agree on 
£(Y') and they are continuous on £(Y') = T into Z. • 
Remark on Theorem 1. Theorem 1 states that if Y' c CH(Y,Z),T = £(Y') 9 
and (f>eD(Du,r), then I(cj)) can be uniquely extended to a G in r and G 
must be Du(<j>). 
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Now we will discuss how I is related to Pettis' integral defined 
in Definition 1 of Chapter II. Let I(i|;,E) be the Lebesgue integral of 
measurable real-valued IJJ over EeA with respect to y. The domain of 
I(*,E) is D ( I,E) = {^ e(X,Z)|iJj is measurable and |l(ijj,E)| < + 0 0 } - K*,E) 
will be the Y'-extension of I(*,E) corresponding to Y' a subset of 
(Y,Z). We write D(I,E) for the domain of I(-,E) and D ( I,E) = {cj)eD(I,E)| 
1(d),E) is in R(A)}. We now consider the values of I(*,E) on D (I,E) to 
o 
be in Y. P(<J>,E) denotes the Pettis integral of <j> over E and D(P,E) = 
{ d)€ (X,Y ) | d) is Pettis integrable over E}. 
Theorem 2 
(a) If Y' = Y, then D (I,E) = D(P,E) and P(d),E) = I(4> ,E) on 
D q ( I , E ) . 
(b) If Y' c CH(Y,Z) and <j>eD(P,E), then <J>eD (I,E) and 
P(cf),E)eI((t),E). If Y' separates points in Y, then P(c|>sE) = I(<J>,E). 
(c) If Y' = Y, then d) is Pettis integrable if and only if 
<j)€ n (D ( 1 9 E ) | EeA} . 
Proof 
(a) and (c) follow directly from the definitions (see Definition 
1 of Chapter I I ) . 
(b) From (c) in Theorem 1 we have Y' c Y. If d) is Pettis inte­
grable over E, then there is a y^ in Y such that f(y^) = I(f(d)),E) for 
every f in Y. Therefore the same holds for each f in Y' and y eI(<J>,E). 
Hence <j)eD (I,E) and P(cf),E)eI($,E) . If Y r separates points in Y r, then 
1(d),E) is a point in Y and P(cf>,E) = I(cf),E). • 
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Properties of the Extension 
Throughout this section, unless stated otherwise, X, Y, and Z are 
arbitrary non-empty sets, Y T is a non-empty subset of (Y,Z), and I is a 
function defined on non-empty D(I) c (X,Z) with values in Z. 
The basic properties of I that we will discuss here are: (1) con­
tinuity, (2) I reduces to I whenever Y=Z, (3) the composition theorem 
T(l((j))) = I [T(4>)) and how this characterizes I, and (4-) that every 
I»:D(I') c (X,Y) -* (Y',Z) or Y is an I for some I. We will first dis­
cuss the continuity properties of I. 
Theorem 3. Let Y and Z be topological spaces. 
(a) If I is continuous, then so is I(cj>) for every cf>eD(I). 
(b) If I is continuous and the members of Y' are continuous, 
then so is I. 
Proof. Recall that we have assumed that all function spaces have the 
product topology. We will write y,f ,<£,••• for nets in Y ,Y' , (X, Y) , • • • 
p p p 
and usually omit any mention of the directed sets. 
(a) If 4>eD(I), then I (cf> )e (Y' ,Z). If f -> f in Y' we must show 
(i(4>))(fg) •> (i(4>))(f). But (l(<|>))(f ) = l(fB(4>)) and (i(<()))(f) = 
l(f((f))l. Let ZD = fD(<f>) and I = f(<|)). Now lQ •> V for some V eD(I) if 
p p p 
and only if A D ( x ) -> £ ' ( x ) for every xeX. But £_(x) = f (<|)(x)) -> 
p p p 
f U ( x ) } = £(x) for every xeX, so £ + I = f(<jO. Also, lD and I in D(I) 
p p 
implies that l U g ) + I U ) . But this means that (l(<j>))(f^ ) = l(f^ (cj>)) = 
l U g ) •> 1(1) = l(f(<|))) = (l(cj>))(f). Hence I(cj>) is continuous for each 
<J>eD(I). 
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(b) Let <j>_ <j> in D(I). We must show that I(d>0) I(d>). But 
P P 
since and I(<J>) are in (Y',Z), we must show that (l(<f> )) (f) 
[l((f)))(f) for every feY'. Now (l(<|> ))(f) = l(f(<|>3)) and (i(<}>)) (f) = 
l[f(d))] for every feY'. Hence it suffices to show that l(f(d) )] 
I (f (<j>)) for every feY' . 
Let £ = f (d>„) and let I = f (d>) for f eY'. Notice that and 
3 o 3 o o 3 
£ are in D(I). Now <j> d) if and only if ^(x) ^(x) for every xeX. 
But ^(x) cf>(x) for every xeX implies that fQ(<J) (x)] -+ fQ((f>(x)) for 
every xeX, because f is continuous. Therefore, £ £ because £fl(x) = 
o 3 3 
fo(«j>p(x)) fo(«j>(x)) = £(x) for every xeX. Hence l U g ) = l(fQ(<J> )) + 
l(f (cf))) = I(£), because I is continuous. Since f was arbitrary in Y', 
l(f(<J> )) iff(cf))) for every feY'. • 
Definition 4. If Z is a topological space, and if y^ and y are in Y, 
then we write y ^> y if and only if f(y Q) •+ f(y) for every feY'. 
P P 
Remark on Definition 4. If Y is a linear topological vector space over 
the reals, Z the set of real numbers, and Y' all the continuous linear 
w 
maps of Y into Z, then y —^ y is called weak convergence, or we say 
p 
that y converges to y in the weak topology. It can happen that 
P 
y 6 ^ y and y g y ([18], p.174). 
For the following corollary, recall that if cf>eD (I), then I(<j>) = 
o 
F yeR(A) and I(«j>) = A 1(F y) = {yeY|f(y) = l(f(«j>)) for all feY'}. 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. Let Y and Z be topological spaces. 
(a) I(cf>) is a continuous function on Y' into Z for every 
<f>eDo(I). 
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(b) If I is continuous and the members of Y' are continuous and 
net <J) £ D Q ( I ) with <J) -> <J)£D Q(I), then for any y eKty^) and any y£l(<J)) we 
have y —> y. 
Proof 
(a) Let <b€D (I) and let I(<|>) = F for some yeY. If f_ f in 
o y J 3 
Y', then F (f ) = f 0(y) ->• f(y) = F (f). Hence I((J>) is continuous, y 3 3 y 
(b) From Theorem 1 we have f(y g) = i f f U ^ ) ) + I(f(4>)) = f(y) 
for every feY'. Hence y Q —> y. • 
We will now introduce the idea of a category for the next four 
theorems. For our purpose the following definition of a category C is 
sufficient. Let 0 be a collection of non-empty sets. The elements of 
0 are called the objects of C. For each ordered pair of objects 
<Y^,Y2> there is a set of functions, written hom(Y^,Y ), which are on 
Y^ into Y^. The members of hom(Y^,Y2) are called the morphisms of C. 
The morphisms must satisfy the following two conditions: (a) if 
<Y^,Y2,Y > is an ordered triple of objects and f£hom(Y jY^) and 
gehomCY^,Yg), then (their composition) g(f)£hom(Y ,Yg); and (b) if Y 
is an object, then the identity map i^£hom(Y,Y). A category C consists 
of 0 together with the collection of morphisms. Note that 0 is not 
necessarily a set. If 0 is the collection of all non-empty sets, then 
homCY^jY ) could be all functions on Y^ into Y^. 0, with these mor­
phisms, is a category. 
See Spanier ([19], p.14) for the more general definition of a 
category. 
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For the rest of this chapter C will be a category so that Z is 
an object and each hom(Y,Z), Y an object in C, is non-empty. We will 
now give four examples of this type of category. 
Example 1. If Z is a non-empty set, then 0 is the collection of all 
non-empty sets and homCY^jY^) = (Y
 9Y ). 
Example 2. If Z is a topological space, then 0 is the collection of all 
topological spaces and homCY^jY^) is the set of all continuous maps on 
Y into Y 
Example 3. If Z is the set of real numbers or the set of complex num­
bers under addition or multiplication, then 0 is the collection of all 
groupoids (sets where addition of elements is defined) and homCY^jY^) 
is the set of all homomorphisms on Y^ into Y^. 
Example 4. If Z is the set of real numbers with the ordering <, then 0 
is the collection of all partially ordered sets and hom(Y ,Y ) is the 
set of all order preserving maps on Y^ into Y^. 
If Y., and Y^ are objects in C, then for i=l,2 we write Y! = 1 2 J i 
hom(Y.,Z), f. for points in Y!, F. for elements of (Y! ,Z), d>. for func-
1 1 r i i i i 
tions on X into Y., A. for the canonical map of Y. into (Y!,Z), i i r i i 
D(I,Y.) for the domain of I corresponding to Y!, and D (I,Y.) for 
9
 1 1 o 1 
{d). eD(I ,Y. ) 11(d). )eR( A . )} . If we are considering just one object Y we 
i l 1 i i 
After these examples we will put one further restriction on C. 
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will omit the subscripts on Y', f, F, etc. 
Now we will put our final restriction on C. We will assume that 
we are always working with a space X, a category C, and an operator I, 
such that D(I,Y) is non-empty for each object Y. For example, let 
X = [0,1], Z be the set of real numbers, C the category of topological 
spaces and continuous functions (Example 2 above), I the Lebesgue inte­
gral over X, and D(I) = {ijje(X9Z) I(ijj)| < +o°}. Then every continuous 
map cf>:X + Y is in D(I,Y) for each object Y in C. 
Definition 5. If Tehom(Y^,Y^), where Y^ and Y^ are objects in C, then 
we extend T to T:(Y|,Z) + (Y1,Z) as follows: TCF^ = Y^ where E 2(f 2) = 
F 1(f 2(T)) for every f^Yl. 
Theorem (Composition Theorem. ) Let <^-|_ ,^2 > ^ e an~^ o r c^ e r e i^ pair of 
objects such that hon^Y^Y^ * 0. If Tehom(Y , Y 2 ) , then: 
(a) T(D(I,Y1)) c D(I,Y 2), and T f K ^ ) ] = i O ^ ) ) on D(I,Y 1); 
(b) T(D o(I,Y 1)] c D Q ( I , Y 2 ) , and T (K^)] c if/Kc^)) on D (I,Y ) 
(equality holds if Y^ separates points in ^ 2 ) ; and 
(c) T(F ) = FT/, for each y . e K O , for each in D (I,Y_) 
y T(y ) 1 1 1 o 1 
Proof 
(a) Let 4> eD(I,Y ). Then for any f 0eY' we have f (T((J> )) = 
(f0(T)) (^ )eD(I), because f Q(T)eY 1 . Hence T( 4>n )eD( I ,Y Q) 
2 V 2 Let Fn = Kef).), F_ = T(F ), and F» = l(T(cf> )) . Then F (f ) = 
Fi(f2(T)] = l[(f 9(T))(d> 1)] = l(f 9(T(^)) = F 2(f ) for every f^eY^. 
Hence F = F», and T(l((J> )) = l(T(cJ> )). 
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(b) Let (()1eDo(I,Y1), and let y ^ K d ^ ) . Then f-L(y1) = iff-^d^)) 
for every f^Yj. But f2(T)eY] for every f^eY^. Therefore f (T(y )] = 
(f (T)]( y i) = I |(f2(T)) (4) )] = iff (T(4) ))| for every f^Yl. This 
implies that T(d^eD^I ,Y ) and T(y )el (T(d) )) . Hence T(l(d) )] c 
l(T(d)1)). If Y 2 separates points in Y , then l(T(d) )) is a point in Y 2 
and T(l(cj)1)) = l(T((()1)) . 
(c) Definition 5 implies that T(F ) = F w \ for any y neY . • 
y i T^p) 1 1 
Remark on Theorem 4. Theorem 4 generalizes Theorem 2.2 of Pettis ([2], 
p.2 80) which says: if T is a continuous linear map of a Banach space 
Y^ into a Banach space Y 2 and if d) is a Pettis integrable function on X 
into Y^, then T(d)) is a Pettis integrable function on X into Y 2 and 
P(T(d)),E) = T(P(d),E)) for every E eA. 
Let M be the collection of all {Y,Y'} where Y is an object in 
C and Y f = hom(Y,Z). For each {Y,Y'} in M assume that I' is an 
operator defined for functions on X into Y with values in (Y f,Z). If 
the values of I' are originally points in Y use the canonical map X to 
get the values of I' in (Y',Z). For each {Y,Y'} in M we write D(I',Y) 
for the domain of I', and we assume that D(I',Y) is always non-empty. 
Definition 6. We say that I' is faithful on A c (X,Z) with respect to 
{U,U'} in M if and only if U c Z and for {U,U'} we have: 
(a) 0 * A c D(I f ,U) n D(I); 
(b) If:A -> R(X), and X" 1^^^)] = 1(d)) on A. 
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Remark on Definition 6. Except in Chapter V, we will always consider 
the set U in Definition 6 to be equal to Z. In Chapter V, where I is 
the Lebesgue integral and Z is the complex numbers under multiplication, 
we will discuss the faithfulness of I with respect to {U,U'} for four 
different objects U. Three of these objects are subsets of Z but not 
equal to Z. 
It is easy to see that if I is faithful on A with respect to 
{Z,Z'}, then A c D (I,Z). The next theorem shows that the converse is 
o 
also true. Recall that Z' separates points in z because the identity 
map i z £2' - hom(Z,Z). 
Theorem 5. Assume that D (I,Z) * 0. Then I is faithful on D (I.Z) with 
o o 
respect to {Z,Z'}. 
Proof. Let <j>eD (I,Z). Then there is one and only one zeZ such that 
l(f(<j))) - f(z) for every feZ'. By definition I(cf>) = z. Since i £ Z ! w e 
have $ = i ((|>)eD(I) and I(cj)) = I (i^ C c> = i z(z) = z = I(cj)). Therefore, 
D (I,Z) c D(I) and 1=1 on D (I,Z). • 
o o 
Example 5. This example shows that the set A on which I is faithful 
may be quite small if Y' is large. 
Let C be the category of topological spaces and continuous func­
tions (Example 2), Z the set of real numbers, X a closed interval of 
real numbers [a,b], I the Lebesgue integral over X, and D(I) = 
{4>e (X,Z) | 1l(i|0 | < +°°}. Assume that I is faithful on A c (X,Z) with 
respect to {Z,Z'}. Then I (f (()>)) = f(l(<f))) for every continuous map f 
on Z into Z, and each <J) in A. 
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If b-a * 1, then I is not faithful on any non-empty A c (X,Z) 
with respect to {Z,Z T}. Let f^Cx) = 1 for every x in Z and let <j> belong 
to A. Then b-a = l(f (<J>)) * 1 = f(l(<J>)). 
If b-a = 1, we will now show that the only functions in A are the 
a.e. constant functions. Surely each a.e. constant function belongs to 
A. Therefore, assume that d) is not an a.e. constant function and that 
<J>€D(I)nD(I,Z). We will show that <J> does not belong to A. Let a = 1(d)) 
and let K = [a-l/n ,a+l/n], H = <\>~1(K ) for n=l,2,3,---. 
n n n 
There is a positive integer n such that y(H ) < 1. If 
o n 
o 
y(H^) = 1 for all n, then we can show that d) must be an a.e. constant 
00 
function. y(H ) = 1 for all n implies that 1 = £imy(H ) = y( n H ) 
n n ., n 
n n=l 
because is a decreasing sequence of sets. It follows that 
OO 00 Q 
d)( n H ) = a and y({ n H } ) = 0. Therefore <\> must be an a.e. constant 
n=l n n=l n 
function. 
There is a f eZ' such that 0 < f < 1, f ({K } C) = 0 , and 
o o o n 
o 
f (a) = 1. Then iff (cj>)l < y(H ) < 1 = f (a) = f (l(d))). Hence 
o ^ o ^ n o o ^  ^ 
o 
Our next theorem shows how Theorem 4 characterizes all faithful 
extensions. Recall that I T is any operator which maps D(I',Y), a non­
empty subset of (X,Y), into (Y' ,Z) for each object Y in C. The follow­
ing theorem shows that if I' has the composition property (see Theorem 
4) and is faithful, then I' and I agree on certain subsets of D(I',Y). 
Theorem 6. Assume that I' has the following two properties: 
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(a) T [ D ( I ' , Y 1 ) ) c D(I',Y2) and Tfl ' C ^ ) ) = I ' f K ^ ) ] on D(I',Y ) 
for each TehomCY^,Y2) for each ordered pair of objects ^-^jY > whose 
hom(Y^,Y2) is non-empty; 
(b) I ' is faithful on A c (X,Z) with respect to {Z,Z'}. 
Then I 1 = I on A(Y) = {<j)eD (11 ,Y) | f (<j) )eA for each feY'} for each 
object Y. If A = D(I',Z), then A(Y) = D(I' SY) for each object Y. 
Proof. Let Y be a fixed object in C. 
(a) We first show that A(Y) c D(I,Y). Let (j)eA(Y). Then 
f((j))eA c D(I) for each feY'. Hence cj>£D(I,Y). 
(b) Let <J>eA(Y), F 1 = I'(<}>), and F = I(<J>). Assume that f eY'. 
l[fQ((j))) = X" 1 I'(fQ((j))] because fQ($)ek and I' is faithful 
on A with respect to {Z,Z'h If z q = l[fQ((j))], then I 1 (f (((>)) = 
F^ e(Z' ,Z). 
Using the composition property of I' we get f (F') = I' (f (<}>)). 
z 
o 
Definition 5 implies that f (F 1) = F e(Z',Z) where F (g) = F'(g(f )] 
c
 o o o ^ ° o > 
for every geZ' . Therefore F = F J
 o z 
o 
Recall that the identity map i belongs to Z'. Therefore F(f Q) -
iff (<f>)l = z = i (z ) = F (i ) = F'fi (f )) - F'(f ). This implies 
v
 o J o z o z z v z o ' o 
o 
that F(f) - F'(f) for every feY', because f was an arbitrary point in 
Y'. Hence F = F' on A(Y). 
(c) Now assume that A = D(I',Y). Surely A(Y) c D(I',Y). There­
fore let <j)eD(I',Y). The composition property of I' implies that 
f((f>)£D(I' ,Z) = A for every feY' = hom(Y,Z). Hence (j)eA(Y). • 
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Corollary 1 to Theorem 6. If for each object Y I':D(I',Y) c (X,Y) ->• Y, 
then I' (<j> )el(<j>) for each <J>eA(Y) for each object Y. 
Proof. Let Y be a fixed object in C. Let <J>£A(Y) and let y = I'(<J>). 
Then A(l'(cf>)) = F £(Y',Z). Theorem 6 implies that F y = I(<J>). Hence 
I'U) = yeA"1[l(4))). • 
We will now consider the case where the values of I' are subsets 
of Y. Assume that for each {Y,Y'} in M, I is an operator defined for 
functions on X into Y with values non-empty subsets of Y. For each 
{Y,Y'} in M we write D(I,Y) for the domain of I, and we assume that 
D(I,Y) is always non-empty. The following corollary to Theorem 6 shows 
that if I has a composition property (see Theorem 4) and I agrees with 
I on a subset of D(I,Z) n D(I), then I(<j>) c I(<j>) on certain subsets of 
D(I,Y). 
Corollary 2 to Theorem 6. Assume that I has the following two proper­
ties : 
(a) T(D(I,Y1)) c D(I,Y 2) and T(T(<|> 1 )) c ifTCd^)) on D U ^ ) 
for each Tehom(Y^,Y2) for each ordered pair of objects <^^_^2> w n o s e 
hom(Y^,Y2) is non-empty; 
(b) T(<J>) = I(<J>) on a 0 * A c D(I,Z) n D(I). 
Then I(4>) c for each <J> in A(Y) for each object Y. If 
A = D(I,Z), then A(Y) = D(I,Y) for each object Y. 
Proof. Let Y be a fixed object in C. 
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(a) Let cj)eA(Y). Then f(c|>)£A c D(I) for every feY'. Hence 
(f>eD(I,Y). Therefore A(Y) c D(I,Y). 
(b) Let cj)eA(Y). The composition property of I implies that 
f (T((f>)) c I (f (((>)) for every f in Y' = hom(Y,Z). But T(f((f>)J = 
l(f((f))) for each f in Y' , because I = I on A and f((f))eA for each 
feY r. Hence f(T($)) = l(f((())) for every feY'. Therefore 
(J>eD (I,Y) and each y in I(cj)) belongs to I((f>). That is, I((f>) c I(<j>). 
(c) Assume that A = D(I,Z). Surely A(Y) c D(I,Y). So let 
<f>eD(I,Y). Then the composition property of I implies that f (<f> )eD( I ,Z) 
for every feYr = hom(Y,Z). Hence <j>eA(Y). • 
Remark on Theorem 6. Theorem 6 and its corollaries generalize paragraph 
2.21 of Pettis ([2], p.281). A discussion of this paragraph is in the 
section titled Relations to Other Integrals in Chapter II. 
Application of Theorem 6. Let (X,A,u) be a measure space, Z the set of 
real numbers, I(ip) the Lebesgue integral of measurable real-valued 
over X with respect to u, D(I) = {ip |l(ip)| < +°°}, and I the Y'-extension 
of I. 
Assume that for each object Y, S is an integration theory for 
functions on X into Y with values in (Y',Z). If S is faithful on 
A c (X,Z) with respect to {Z,Z'} and has the composition property of 
Theorem 6, then every S-integrable function <j):X Y in A(Y) is in 
D(I,Y) and S(<j>) = I(<f>) for each object Y. If A is the set of all S-
integrable functions on X into Z, then the S integration theory is 
contained in the I theory. If the values of S are points in Y, then 
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S(d))£l(d)) (they are equal if Y' separates points in Y). 
Now assume that the values of S are subject in Y for each object 
Y. If S reduces to I on some subset A of (X,Z) and has the composition 
property of Corollary 2 to Theorem 6, then every S-integrable function 
d>:X ^  Y in A(Y) is in D (I,Y) and S(d>) c 1(d)) for each object Y. 
In Theorems 4, 5, and 6 we were given spaces X and Z, an operator 
I, and a certain type of category C. C had to have the following three 
properties: (a) Z was an object in C; (b) horn (Y,Z) * 0 for each 
object Y; and (c) D(I,Y) * 0 for each object Y. The space Y was allowed 
to range over the collection of objects in C and Y' was always horn (Y,Z). 
In the following theorem we are given spaces X and Z, an operator 
I', and a category C. We construct an operator I so that I' = I. In 
corollary 1 (2) to Theorem 7 we are given space X, operator I' (set-
valued operator I), and a collection of non-empty sets V. We construct 
a space Z, an operator I, and a category C so that I' = I(I<=I). Cate­
gory C will have the following properties: (a) Z is an object; 
(b) Y' = hom(Y,Z) is non-empty for each object Y; and (c) D(I,Y) is non­
empty for each object Y*Z. Therefore, because of condition (c) above, 
C is not necessarily C. 
We first consider the case where the values of I' are in (Y',Z). 
The corollaries consider the case where the values of I 1 are in Y. 
For the next theorem let I' be any operator which maps D(I',Y), 
a non-empty subset of (X,Y), into (Y',Z) for each object Y. If Y^ and 
For example, Rickart's integral [7] is set-valued. 
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are objects, then for i=l,2 we will write I' for I' if I' maps 
y i 
D(I' ,Y. ) into (Y!,Z). 
1 1 
Theorem 7. Assume that for any pair of objects Y and Y (i' (<J>))(f) = 
y l 
(i' ((f))) (f) whenever (j)eD(I',Y.) and feY! for i = l,2. Then there is a 
non-empty set D(I) c (X,Z) and a function I:D(I) + Z so that 1(d)) =I'(d)) 
on D(I',Y) for each object Y. 
Proof. For each object Y define D(I,Y) = {f(d))|f€Y' and <J>eD( I' ,Y)}. 
Let D(I) = u{D(I,Y)|Y an object in C}. D(I) is a set because D(I) c 
(X,Z)." 
We now write I y for I' if I' maps D(I',Y) into (Y',Z). Define 
I:D(I) + Z as follows: if f(d)) belongs to D(I) and f(d)) is in D(I,Y) 
for some object Y, then l(f(d))) = (l^(d)))(f). Recall that Iy(d)) is in 
(Y',Z). If f(d)) belongs to both D(I,Y ) and D(I,Y ), then by hypothesis 
(i' (d)))(f) = (i' (d)))(f). Therefore I(-) is well-defined. 
Y l Y 2 
Now let Y be a fixed object in C. It follows from the definition 
of I that D(I',Y) c D(I,Y). If d) belongs to D(I',Y), then 1(d)) = F, 
where F(f) = l(f((f))] for every f in Y'. Hence I'(<f>) = I(4>) on 
D(I',Y). • 
Now we will consider the case where the values of I' are points 
in Y. Let V be a collection of non-empty sets and let X be a fixed non­
empty set. 
If B is a set, A is a collection of objects, and AcB, then A is 
a set ([20], p.256). 
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Corollary 1 to Theorem 7. Let 'i' : D( I' , Y) c (X,Y) Y for each Y in V. 
Then there is a non-empty set Z, a non-empty set D(I) <= (X,Z), a 
function I:D(I) Z, and a category C so that: (1) I' = I on D(I',Y) 
for each Y in V; and (2) each Y in V is an object in C , 
Proof. Let Z = {0,1}. Let C be the category whose objects are the 
members of V together with Z, and hom(Y^,Y2) = (Y^jY^) f ° r e v e r Y ordered 
pair of objects ^-^jY >. 
For each Y in P define D(I,Y) = {f(<J>)|f£Y' = hom(Y,Z) and 
<})£D(IT ,Y)}. Let D(I) = u{D(I,Y) | YeV}. We will write 1^ for I' if I' 
maps D(I !,Y) into Y. Define I:D(I) ^  Z as follows: if f(<J>) is in D(I) 
and f((j>) belongs to D(I,Y) for some Y in V, then l(f((j>)) = f(P(cj>)). 
If f(<|>) belongs to both D(I,Y ) and D(I,Y ), then Y = Y 2 = D(f) because 
a function has but one domain. Hence I(*) is well-defined. 
Now let Y be a fixed member of V. If <J) belongs to D(I',Y), then 
I (f (<|>)) = f(l'(<J>)) for every f in Y' = hom(Y,Z). Therefore <j> belongs to 
D (I,Y) and I' (<J> )e I ((j>). It follows that I'((j>) = K<$>) because Y' sep­
arates points in Y. • 
Now we will consider the case where the values of I' are non­
empty subsets of Y. 
Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. For each Y in P, assume that I maps D(I,Y), 
a non-empty subset of (X,Y), into non-empty subsets of Y. Then there 
is a non-empty set Z, a non-empty set D(I) c (X,Z), a function 
I:D(I) •> Z, and a category C so that: (1) T(<f>) c l((j>) on D(I,Y) for 
each Y in V\ and (2) each Y in V is an object in C . 
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Proof. Let Z = {0,1}. Let C be the category whose objects are the 
members of V together with Z. If Y is an object not equal to Z, define 
hom(Y,Z) = {fe(Y,Z)|f is constant on 1(d)) for each <J> in D(T,Y)}. Other­
wise, define hom(Y^,Y2) to be the set of all constant functions on Y^ 
into Y^ together with the identity map if Y^ = Y^. Each constant func­
tion on Y into Z belongs to hom(Y,Z) and therefore each hom(Y,Z) is 
non-empty. These objects and morphisms determine the category C . 
Define D(I) as in Corollary 1 to Theorem 7. 
For each YeV and for each cj) in D(I,Y), choose y el(cj)). Define 
I:D(I) -> Z as follows: if f(<J>) is in D(I) and f(<J>) belongs to D(I,Y) 
for some Y in V, then l(f(d))) = fCy^). 
Now let Y be a fixed member of V. If 4>eD(I,Y), then l(f(<J>)) = 
f(y^) for every feY' = hom(Y,Z). Therefore <J)eDo(I,Y) and y^eKdp). 
If y'el(d))s then f(y') = f(y^) for every f in Y' = hom(Y,Z). Hence 
T(<l>) c i(«j>). • 
Remark on Corollary 2 to Theorem 7. If for some Y^ in V the collection 
{I(<j>) | cJ)eD(I,Y ) } is mutually disjoint, then the corollary shows that 
I = I on D(I,Y ). 
We are using a class form of the axiom of choice ([20], p.273). 




THE REALS UNDER ADDITION AS THE 
RANGE SPACE OF THE FUNCTIONALS 
In this chapter we extend the results of Chapter III by letting 
the operator I be the Lebesgue integral and the reals be the range space 
of the functionals. In Chapter III we used the symbol Z for the range 
space of the functionals, and now this space, the reals under addition, 
will be denoted by R. 
Throughout this chapter (X,A,y) will be a measure space with A a 
a-algebra of subsets of X and y an extended real-valued measure on A. 
We always assume that y is a complete measure and that y(X) > 0. I(^,E) 
denotes the Lebesgue integral of \> over EeA with respect to y. For each 
EeA, the domain of I(«,E) will be D(I,E) = {^ e (E ,R) |l(>,E)| < +«>}, and 
we write D(I) for D(I,X). 
We will extend I to an operator I which is defined for functions 
mapping X into a (new) space Y. The properties of the space Y are used 
to organize this chapter into six sections. In the first section we 
start with Y an arbitrary non-empty set, add more and more properties to 
Y as we go from section to section, and in the last section Y is a par­
tially ordered group topological space. In each section we derive the 
appropriate linear, order, or convergence properties of I. 
The set of functionals, Y' , is always a non-empty subset of (Y,R). 
In general, the functionals will depend on the properties of the space 
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Y. If Y has a topology, then the functionals will be continuous maps 
of Y into R. The functionals will be homomorphisms whenever addition 
is defined on Y, and they will be order preserving maps if Y is a par­
tially ordered set. 
We will show that the extension I of the Lebesgue integral will 
inherit most of the elementary properties of the Lebesgue integral when 
Y has an addition, an ordering, and a topology defined on it. Except 
for Theorem 20, we never assume that there is any relation between the 
order, algebraic, and topological properties of Y (e.g. continuity of 
addition). When C is the category of groupoid topological spaces and 
continuous homomorphisms, we show that I is faithful on D(I) with 
respect to {R,R'} (see Definition 6 in Chapter III). 
We never assume that Y' separates points in Y. This is particu­
larly interesting when Y is a group, because then the values of I in Y 
are cosets in Y. If Y is a locally compact Abelian topological group 
and Y' is the set of all continuous homomorphisms on Y into R, then 
Hewitt and Ross ([21], p.390) give necessary and sufficient conditions 
on Y in order that Y' separate points in Y. 
In the next chapter we take the complex numbers under multipli­
cation as the range space of the functionals. In this chapter our 
interest is centered on extending the Lebesgue integral of a real-valued 
function to functions whose values lie in an abstract space Y, and so we 
chose R for the range space of the functionals. The complex numbers 
under multiplication is also a natural choice for the range space of the 
functionals because of Pontrjagin's duality theorem (Theorem 1 in 
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Chapter V). In Chapter V we extend the Lebesgue integral of a complex-
valued function with respect to a complex measure to functions whose 
values lie in a topological group. 
We assume all function spaces have the product topology whenever 
possible. Addition and < are defined pointwise in (X,R), (Y,R), and 
(Y',R). 
Y an Arbitrary Set 
In this section Y is an arbitrary non-empty set and we will 
discuss convergence, linearity, absolute continuity, and other proper­
ties of I. Recall that Y' c (Y,R) and (canonical map) X(y) = for 
every yeY, where F (f) = f(y) for every feY'. R(X) is the range of X. 
Definition 1. Let EeA. 
(a) D(I,E) = {(j>e(E,Y) | f((J>)eD(I,E) for every feY 1}, and D(I) = 
D(I,X). 
(b) Let <j)eD(I,E). Define F(f) = l(f(cJ>),E) for every feY'. If 
F = F^eR(X) for some yeY, then I(<j),E) = F^ or X _ 1 ( F y ) . If F<JR(X), then 
I(()),E) = F. We write I((J>) = I(<j),X). 
(c) D (I,E) = {<j)eD(I ,E) | I(()),E)€R(X)}, and D (I) = D (I,X). 
o 1 o o 
Some of the immediate consequences of the above definition are: 
(a) if E c E , with both in A, then D(I 9E ) c D(I9E ), 
(b) if (J> eD(I sE) s (J> e(E,Y), (J> = <$>2 a.e. on E, then (J>2eD(I,E) 
and K (j)lSE) = I(cj>2,E), 
(c) if (J> eD (I,E) , (j)2e(E,Y), (J> - <$>2 a.e. on E, then (J> eD (I,E) 
and I(())1,E) = I(())2,E), 
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(d) if y(E) = 1, then all constant functions in (E,Y) are in 
D q ( I , E ) , 
(e) if y(E) < +°°, then all simple functions in (E,Y) are in 
D(I ,E) , and 
(f) if y ( E ) = +°° and there is a f eY' where f (y) = r for 
r r 
every yeY, then D ( I , E ) = 0. 
Convergence Theorems 
The functionals enable us to use the topology of R and deduce the 
following convergence theorems. 
Theorem 1. (Dominated Convergence Theorem.) If <j> eD(I,E) for 
n = l, 2,3, • • • , <J>e(E,Y), if f(<J> ) converges to f(cj>) in measure on E for 
every feY', and if I f (i> )| < h a.e. on E for all n and all feY', with 
n 
|l(h ,E) | < +°°, then d)eD(ISE), and 1(d) ,E) + I(d),E). 
n 
Proof. Let F = 1(d) ,E) for n=l,2,3,---. We must show that d)eD(I,E) 
n n 
and F (f) -> F(f) for every feY', where F = I(cj),E), because convergence 
in (Y',R) is pointwise convergence. 
For each fixed feY', we have, by the dominated convergence the-
orum for the Lebesgue integral, that F (f) = I (f (cj)^ ), E] -> l(f(cJ)),E] and 
|l(f(d)),E)| < + o o . Hence d)eD(I,E) and F (f) ^  F(f) for every f in Y'. • 
Remark on Theorem 1. We will return to this theorem again in the next 
section when Y is a topological space and again when Y is a partially 
ordered set which is also a group. When Y is a topological space we 
will be able to consider <f> -> dp a.e. instead of convergence in measure. 
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There is a corollary to Theorem 1 for D (I,E), but first we need 
w 
the following definition. Recall that y^ —> y m Y if and only if 
f(y^) •> f(y) for every f in Y'. 
Definition 2. We say that Y is weakly sequentially complete if and 
only if given a sequence y of points in Y such that lim f(y ) exists 
n 
and is finite for every f in Y' , then there is a y in Y such that 
w 
y —^ y • 
n 
Remark on Definition 2. If Y is a Banach space and Y' its dual, then 
Y is not necessarily weakly sequentially complete ([22], p.210). 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Assume now that Y is weakly sequentially 
complete and that d> eD (I,E) for n=l,2,3,--«. Then <j)eD (I,E) and if 
r
 n o o 
y^elC^jE) for n=l 92,3 9••• 9 and if yeI(<J)9E)9 then y^ y. 
Proof. Let y e I( <b ,E) for n=l,2 93 9'*«. Then for each fixed feY', we 
n n 
have, by the dominated convergence theorem for the Lebesgue integral, 
that f(y ) = l(f(<|)n)9E) •> l(f(<j)),E] and | I (f (<j)) 9 E ) | < +°°. Hence, there 
is a yeY so that f(y ) f(y) for every feY'. Therefore, for each feY' 
we have f(y) = l(f(<j)),E), and so <|>eD (I 9E). If yel((j) ,E), then f(y) = 
f(y) for every feY' , so we have y^ ^ y also. • 
Theorem 2. Let <J> eD(I) f or n=l ,2,3, • • • , <|>e(X9Y)9 let f((l)n) converge to 
f((J)) in measure for each feY', and let lim I(<J) ,E) exist in (Y',R) for 
each EeA. Then <J>€D( I), and I((|) ,E) •> I((|),E) for each EeA. 
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Proof. Let F = I(dp ,E) for n=l,2,3,*-- and each EeA. By hypothesis, 
n, E n 
for each EeA there is a F e(Y' ,R) so that F _(f) •> F (f) for every 
E n ,E E J 
feY'. This means that for each EeA F (f) = l(f(d) ),E] -* F (f) 
n, t i n Li 
(finite) for each feY'. Therefore, for each fixed feY' , we have, by 
the Theorem in Appendix A, that l(f(d) ),e) l(f(d))9E) for every EeA 
and 11 (f(<j>)) | < +°°. Hence d)eD(I) and F £ = 1(d),E) for each EeA. It 
follows that I(d>
 9 E ) = F -»• F = I(<j>9E) for every EeA. • 
Remarks on Theorem 2. We will return to this theorem again in the next 
section when Y is a topological space. There we will consider dp^  -> dp 
a.e. instead of convergence in measure. Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 
4.1 of Pettis ([2], p.290). Pettis' theorem says that if dp^  is a 
sequence of Pettis integrable functions converging weakly in measure to 
dp and if lim P(dp ,E) exists for every EeA, then dp is Pettis integrable 
n 
and P(d>
 9E) P(d)9E) for every EeA. P(*,E) is the Pettis integral 
over EeA (see Definition 1 of Chapter II). Theorem 2 also generalizes 
theorem 58 of Dunford ([3], p.342) which we will not present here be­
cause it involves some special terminology which is not needed here. 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 2. Assume now that Y is weakly sequentially 
complete and that dp eD (I,E) for all n and all E in A. Then dpeD (I,E) r Tn o o 
for all E in A and if y
 reK<j> ,E) for n=l,2, • • • , and if y eI(dp,E), 
w . i 
then y —> y for every E m A. 
n, i j iii 
Proof. Now I(dp ,E) = F for each n and each EeA. By hypothesis, for 
n yn,E 
each EeA there is a Fr,e(Y',R) so that f(y ) = F (f) F^(f) 
E V E y n j E 
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(finite) for each feY'. Hence, for each EeA there is a y reY so that 
w 
Yn,E y E ' 
On the other hand, since F (f) = I ff (d> ),E| , we have that 
y ^ Yn ' ; ' J
 n,E 
lim I [f (<j> ),E] exists and is finite for each feY' and each EeA. There-
n 
fore, for each fixed feY', we have, by the Theorem in Appendix A, that 
l(f(({> ),E) -> l(f((J)),E) for every EeA and |l(f(<j>))| < +°°. Hence, for 
each feY' and each EeA, we have f(y^) ~ l(f(<J>),E). This implies that 
<J)eD (I,E) for each EeA. 
o 
If y eI(<J),E) for each EeA, then f(y„) = f(y P) for every feY' and 
each EeA. Therefore y ^ y^ for each EeA also. • 
n,E J E 
Remarks on Corollary 1 to Theorem 2. This corollary generalizes theo­
rem 4.1 of Pettis ([2], p.290) and theorem 62 of Dunford ([3], p.347). 
The requirement that each ({i^ eD (I,E) for every EeA was necessary because 
it does not necessarily follow that D (I,E^) c D (I.E.) whenever E_ c 
J
 o 2 o 1 1 2 
([2], p.302). 
Linearity Properties 
We again use the functionals to show that I(<f>,*) is countably 
additive on A. 
Definition 3. If F.e(Y'R) for i=l,2,3,--- then define S = F. + 
1 ' 3 3 3 3 n 1 
F + • • • + F for n=l,2,3, • • • . If there is a Fe(Y' R) so that S F 
2 n n 
00 
(pointwise), then we write £ F. = F. 
i=l 1 
Theorem 3. Let E.eA for i=l,2,3,--- and E. n E. - 0 whenever i •*• j. If 
I i i J 
00 J 
OO A * „ 
E = u E. and <}>eD(I,E), then I(cf>,E) = £ I(<J>,E.). 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
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Proof. Let F. = I(d)sE.) for i=l,2,3,---, and let F = I(d),E). Then for 
n 
each feYf we have ([17], p.201) that S (f) = ) F.(f) = 
n . ^ n l 
n i=l 
I I (f(d)),E.) + I (f ((J)) ,E) = F(f). Hence S -» F pointwise. • 
1=1 1 n 
Remarks on Theorem 3. Theorem 3 generalizes theorems 50, 53, and 54 of 
Dunford ([3], pp.339-341) where he discusses the complete additivity of 
his indefinite integral. Addition is required on Y in order to discuss 
the additivity of 1(d), • ) , whose values are in Y, for a dpeD (I,E). This, 
and the additivity of I(*,E) on D(I,E) and D (I SE) S will be studied in 
a later section when addition is defined on Y. 
Absolute Continuity of I 
Definition 4. B = n{f _ 1(0)|feY'}. 
Remark on Definition 4. If Y is a group and the members of Y' are homo­
morphisms of Y into R, then surely B is non-empty. For now we will 
assume that B is non-empty. 
Theorem 4. (I is absolutely continuous.) Let E_^ eA for i=l,2,3,***, 
CO ^ 
E = u E. , and u(E.) 0. Then if d)€D(IsE) we have |l(<|>sE.)| -»- 0 in 
i=l 
(Y',R), where 0(f) = 0 for every feY'. 
Proof. For any Fe(Y f,R), |F|(f) = |F(f)| for every feY'. Let F i = 
I(*,Ei> for i=l,2,3,---. For each feY' we have ([23], p.124) 
l(|f(<|))| ,E.) + 0 . But |F.|(f) = |F 1(f)| = |l(f(cf)),Ei) | < 
I (|f(cf)) | ,E.) ^ 0 for each feY'. Hence |F. | 0 pointwise. • 
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Corollary 1 to Theorem 4. Assume now that <j)eD ( I 9E^) for i=l,2,3,---. 
If y.el( cj),Ej for i=l,2,3,• • • , and yeB, then y i ^ y. 
Proof. Theorem 4 implies that f(y.) = F (f) -> 0(f) - 0 for every 
y
 i 
feY'. But if yeB, then f(y) = 0 for every feY'. Hence y^ —>• each 
yeB. • 
Remarks on Theorem 4 and Its Corollary. The corollary generalizes 
theorem 2.5 of Pettis ([2], p.283) and Theorem 4 generalizes theorems 
50, 53, and 54 of Dunford ([3], pp.339-341). The theorem of Pettis 
states that || P( <j)9E^ )|| + 0 as y(E^) •+ 0 for a Pettis integrable function 
dp. When Y is a partially ordered set which is also a group, we will 
show that I( | tj) | ,E i) -> 0 as \i(E^) -> 0 . 
Other Properties of I 
Definition 5. W = { A _ 1(F )|F eR(A)}. 
y i y 
Theorem 5. If u(E) = 1, then I(*,E) maps D (I,E) onto W. 
Proof. We know that K*,E) maps D (I 9E) into W. Let AeW. Then there 
is a yeY so that A = A ^ ~(F ). Define ^(x) = y for every xeE. Surely 
<j) eD(I 9E). But f(y) = l(f(<|) ) 9 E] for every feY'. Hence <j) €D q ( I 9 E ) and 
A = A _ 1(F ) = I(<|) ,E). • 
y y 
Theorem 6. If cj)eB a.e. on EeA, then <|>eD ( I 9E) and I($,E) = B. 
Proof. For each feY' we have f(cf>) = 0 a.e. on E. Therefore l(f(cf>),E) = 
0 for every feY'. If yeB, then f(y) = l(f(cf>),E) for every feY'. Hence 
<j)eD (I 9E) and I(<j>9E) = B. • 
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Our next theorem and its corollary form a converse to Theorem 6. 
Theorem 7. If Y' is countable and I(cf>,E) = B for every E in A, then 
(J>eB a.e. on X. 
Proof. For each feY' we have l(f(d)),E) = 0 for every EeA. This implies 
that f(<j>) = 0 a.e. on X for each feY'. 
Let Y' = {f ,f ,f ,.••} and let A. = (FT 1(0)] for i=l,2,3,"«. 
00 0 0 
Now n A. = <J> _ 1 [ n FT 1(0)} = (J)_1(B). But y(A?) = 0 for each i. 
i=l oo i = l 0 0 
Hence y (( n A. )C) = y( u A?) = 0. Therefore cj)eB a.e. on X. • 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 7. Let Y' be closed under addition and multi­
plication by real numbers. Then Y' is a linear vector space. Let H 
be a Hamel basis for Y' . If H is countable and I(cj),E) = B for all E 
in A, then dpeB a.e. on X. 
Proof. Let H = {f,f 0,---} and let B' = n{FT 1(0)If.eH}. Then B = B'. 1 2 l 1 l 
Theorem 7 says that 4>eB' a.e. on X. • 
Theorem 7 and its corollary tell us when B is non-empty. If Y' 
is countable and I(cj),E) = Oe(Y',R) for all E in A, then B is not empty. 
It would follow that y(X) = 0 if B was empty. 
If we add that Y is weakly sequentially complete to the hypothe­
sis of Corollary 1 to Theorem 4, then we can also show that B is not 
empty. The hypothesis of Corollary 1 to Theorem 4 implies that if 
yieI(cj),Ei) for i=l,2,3,---, then f(yj •> 0 for every feY'. If Y is 
weakly sequentially complete, then there is a yeY so that f(y^) + f(y) 
for every feY'. Hence f(y) = 0 for every feY' and yeB. 
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Y a Topological Space 
In this section Y will be an arbitrary topological space. Now 
we can discuss convergence in (X,Y) and we will restate Theorems 1 
and 2 for d) -> cj> a.e. We will also look at three different ways of 
defining measurability for a dp:X Y. 
Definition 6. If A and K are topological spaces, then C(A,K) = 
{fe(A,K)[f is continuous}. 
Convergence Theorems 
Theorem 8. (Dominated Convergence Theorem.) Assume the same hypothesis 
as that of Theorem 1 except now: (a) Y' c C(Y,R), and (b) instead of 
f((jO converging to f(dp) in measure on E for every f in Y' we assume 
that dp + dp a.e. on E. Then dpeD(I,E) and 1(d) ,E) + 1(d),E). 
n n 
Proof. Since the members of Y' are continuous, we have f(dp ) -> f(dp) 
n 
a.e. on E for each f in Y'. For each fixed f in Y' we may apply the 
dominated convergence theorem to the sequence f (dp ). The rest of the 
proof is the same as that of Theorem 1. • 
A corollary to Theorem 8 for D (I,E) would be identical to 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 except that Y r c C(Y,R) and dp^  -> dp a.e. on E. 
Theorem 9. Assume the same hypothesis as that of Theorem 2 except now: 
(a) y is o-finite, (b) Y' c C(Y,R), and (c) instead of f(dp ) converging 
to f(dp) in measure for every f in Y' we assume that dp^  -> dp a.e. Then 
dpeD(I) and 1(d) ,E). 1(d),E) for each EeA. 
Proof. Since the members of Y' are continuous, we have f(d> ) f(d>) 
n 
a.e. for each f in Y'. For each fixed f in Y', we may apply the 
Theorem in Appendix A to the sequence f(<J> ). The measure space is 
required to be a-finite for a.e. convergence. The rest of the proof 
is identical to that of Theorem 2. • 
A corollary to Theorem 9 for D (I,E) would be the same as 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 except that Y' c C(Y,R), y is a-finite, and 
<t> d> a. e. 
n 
The Domain of I 
Let B be the minimal a-algebra over the open sets in Y. 
Definition 7. Let EeA. 
(a) 4>e(E,Y) is weakly measurable if and only if f(<j>) is 
measurable for every f in Y'. 
(b) <J>e(E,Y) is (A,B)-measurable if and only if cj> 1(B) c A. 
(c) <})e(E,Y) is strongly measurable if and only if <J> is the a.e 
limit of a sequence of simple functions. 
In general, these three definitions of measurability are differ 
ent when Y^R. Some immediate consequences of the above definition are 
(a) if Y' c C(Y,R), then strongly measurable functions are 
weakly measurable, 
(b) if Y' c C(Y,R), then (A,8)-measurable functions are weakly 
measurable; and 
(c) if each f in Y' is bounded (e.g. if Y is compact and 
Y' c C(Y,R)] and y(E) < +°°, then every weakly measurable function in 
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(E,Y) is in D(I,E). 
For a discussion of these definitions of measurability when Y is 
a Banach space see Johnson ([24], pp.39-41) and Pettis ([2], pp.278-
279). 
Y a Partially Ordered Set 
In this section Y will be a partially ordered set with or with­
out a topology. 
Definition 8 
(a) A relation < is said to partially order Y (Y is a p.o. set) 
if and only if whenever y ^ y ^ y ^ Y , y^< y^, and Y 2 -y 3» t n e n y±- y3-
(b) If Y is a p.o. set, we write y^ < y^ for any y^ ,y^eY if 
and only if y^ < y^ and y^ * y^. 
(c) The p.o. set Y is said to be fully ordered (Y is a f.o. 
set) if and only if for every y^ and y^ in Y we have: (1) if 
Y l " y 2 a n d y 2 " Y l ' t h 6 n Y l = y 2 ' a n d ^ e i t h e r y1 < ^2' ° r y i = y 2 ' 
or y 2 < y 1-
(d) If Y is a p.o. set and Y is a topological space, we say 
that Y is a p.o. topological space. 
We do not assume that there is any relation between the ordering 
and topology on Y when Y is a p.o. topological space. We now define 
the types of functionals we will be using when Y is a p.o. set. 
Definition 9 
(a) If Y is a p.o. set, then 0(Y,R) is the set of all order 
Or linearly ordered, or simply ordered, or totally ordered. 
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p r e s e r v i n g maps on Y i n t o R. 
(b) I f Y is d p . o . t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e , then CO(Y,R) i s the s e t 
of a l l cont inuous order p r e s e r v i n g maps on Y i n t o R. 
We note t h a t t h e s e s e t s of f u n c t i o n a l s in the above d e f i n i t i o n 
are non-empty b e c a u s e the f u n c t i o n which i s i d e n t i c a l l y zero on Y 
b e l o n g s t o both s e t s . 
I f Y i s a p . o . s e t we make (X ,Y) i n t o a p . o . s e t as f o l l o w s : 
i f d> and dp0 are in (X , Y ) , then d> < dp2 i f and only i f dp^(x) < 
dp 2(x) f o r e v e r y xeX. S i m i l a r l y we d e f i n e < f o r (X ,R) , ( Y , R ) , and 
(Y» ,R ) . 
Theorem 10. (Monotone Convergence Theorem.) Let Y be a p . o . t o p o ­
l o g i c a l s p a c e , Y ' C 0 ( Y , R ) , d> ie(X,Y) f o r i = l , 2 , - - - , dp < dp < 
4>2 < • • • dp, dp and dpeD(I), and l e t each dp^  be weakly measurable 
f o r i > 2 . Then I(dp ) < I( dp ) < 1(d) ) < • • • -> I(dp). 
Proo f . For each feY' we have f(dp 1) < f(dp 2 ) < • • • - > f(dp). S ince 
dp l 5dpeD(I) we have t h a t each dp^eDd) f o r i>2 . Let F^ = Kdp^) f o r 
i = l , 2 , 3 , - ' - , and l e t F = I (dp). T h e r e f o r e , f o r each f i x e d f e Y ' , we 
h a v e , by the monotone convergence theorem f o r the Lebesgue i n t e g r a l , 
t h a t F 1 ( f ) = l ( f ( $ 1 ) ) < F 2 ( f ) = l[f(<\>2)) < • • • l(f(c|>)) = F ( f ) . 
Hence F^ < F 2 <...-> F ( p o i n t w i s e ) . • 
We w i l l d i s c u s s a c o r o l l a r y t o Theorem 10 f o r D ( I ) when Y i s 
We cou ld omit the c o n d i t i o n t h a t dpeD(I) i f the ex tended r e a l 
numbers was used as the range space o f the f u n c t i o n a l s . 
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a partially ordered set which is also a group. 
Definition 10. Let Y be a p.o. set and let A n,A^e{A _ 1(F )|yeY}. Then r
 1 2 y 
A. < A^ if and only if A n = A^ or y n < y^ for every y.eA., i=l,2. 1 2 J 1 2 J 1 J 2 J J l l' ' 
Theorem 11. Let Y be a p.o. set and Y 1 c 0(Y,R). 
(a) If <j> ,<j> eD(I , E ) , 4>e(E,Y) and is weakly measurable, and 
4>1 < 4> < 4>2 a.e. on E , then cj)eD(I,E) and I((|> , E ) < I(4>,E) < I((|> , E ) . 
(b) If Y is a f.o. set, and cj> < c() a.e. on E with 
4> l 54) 2eD o(I,E), then 1(4^,E) < I(((> , E ) (as sets in Y). 
Proof 
(a) For each feY' we have f(4>1> < f(4>) < f (((> ) a.e. on E and 
|l (f (4K) , E ) I < +°° for i = l,2. The result follows by recalling that < 
on (Y',R) was defined pointwise. 
(b) Assume that I((|> , E ) * I((|> , E ) . This means that the two 
sets must be disjoint. Let y^eI(4>^,E) for i=l,2. Since Y is a f.o. 
set we must have either y^ < y 2, or y 2 < y , because y^ * y . If 
y l < y 2 W e a r e ^ n ^ s n e < ^ * Therefore assume that y 2 < y^. We will show 
this implies that the two sets are not disjoint. 
If y 2 < y , then f(y 2) - f(y^) f ° r every feY' . Now cf>^  < 4>2 a.e. 
on E implies that f(y 1> = l(f((|> ) , E ] < l(f((|> ) , E ] = f(y 2 ) for every 
feY'. Hence f(y1> = f(y 2 ) for every feY'. Therefore y 2eA _ 1(F y ) = 
I(cJ> , E ) and the two sets are not disjoint. • 
We will return to the order properties of I again when addition 
is defined on the p.o. set Y. 
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In order to develop the linearity properties of I fully, addi­
tion is required on Y. We will do this in the next section. 
Y a Groupoid 
In this section Y will be a set, with or without a topology, 
with addition defined on it. We will discuss the faithfulness and 
linearity properties of I. 
Definition 11 
(a) Y is a groupoid (gpd) under addition © if and only if there 
is a H:YxY -> Y so that for every y^y^eY, y^ © y^ = H(y^,y ). 
(b) If Y is a gpd and Y is a topological space, then we say 
that Y is a gpd topological space. 
We do not assume that addition on Y is a continuous operation. 
If Y is a gpd then so is (X,Y) under (<j> ©<j> )(x) = d^Cx) © <f>2(x) for 
every xeX. With addition on Y, we will further restrict the functionals 
we will use. 
Definition 12 
(a) If Y is a gpd, then H(Y,R) is the set of all homomorphisms 
on Y into R. 
(b) If Y is a gpd topological space, then CH(Y,R) is the set of 
all continuous homomorphisms on Y into R. 
These sets of functionals in the above definition are non-empty 
because the function which is identically zero on Y belongs to each 
set of functionals. 
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I is Faithful 
Let C be a category where the objects are gpd topological spaces 
and the morphisms are continuous homomorphisms (see Chapter III for the 
definition of a category). That is, if and Y^ are objects in C, then 
hom(Y^,Y2) is the set of all continuous homomorphisms on Y^ into Y^. 
We will write D(I,Y) c (X,Y) for the domain of I corresponding 
to the object Y. In Chapter III we assumed that the category C had the 
property that D(I,Y) was non-empty for each object Y. If u(X) < + 0 0, 
then all the constant functions on X into Y belong to D(I,Y) for each 
object Y. Therefore, we will assume that u(X) < +°°. For each object 
Y, Y' = hom(Y,R). 
Theorem 12. I is faithful on D(I) = D(I,R) with respect to {R,R'}. 
Proof. See Definition 6 of Chapter III for the definition of I being 
faithful on A c (X,R) with respect to {U,U'}. 
(a) Let f (y) = ry for every yeR, for each reR. Now R' = 
hom(R,R) = CH(R,R). It is well known ([17], p.21) that R' = 
{f IreR}. 
r 1
(b) We first show that D(I) = D(I,R). Let r be a non-zero real 
number. If <f>eD(I,R), then f (dp) = rd)eD(I). Hence <f>eD(I) and D(I,R) c 
D(I). 
Let d)eD(I). Then f (dp) = rd)eD(I) for every reR. Hence d>eD(I,R) 
and D(I) c D(I,R). 
(c) Now we show that I:D(I,R) + R( A) and A (l(d))j = 1(d)) on 
D(I,R). Let 4>eD(I,R). Then I (f (d))] = r(l(d))) for every f eR' . If 
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y = KcjO, then i(fMcj))) = F (f r) for every f^eY' . Hence I(<jO = 
F^eR(A). It follows that X 1(I(<}>)) = y = K<j>) because R' separates 
points in R. • 
Linearity Properties of I 
Addition on Y will enable us to deduce that I is additive on 
D(I). We will also see in what sense I, with values in Y, is completely 
additive on A. The complete additivity of I, with values in (Y',R), on 
A was discussed in the first section in this chapter. 
Theorem 13. Assume that Y is a gpd, Y' c H(Y,R) , and that <}>,<}> eD(I 9E) . 
Then <J>ie<})2eD(I9E) and I( <}> , E) = I U 9 E ) + I(<}> 9 E ) . 
Proof. If <}>,<}> eD(I 9 E), then f(<}> ©<}> ) = f(<}> ) + f (<j>2) eD( I , E) for every 
feY', because f(cf>^ ) and f( cj) ) belong to D ( I , E ) for every feY'. Hence 
c(>1©((>2€D(I9E). 
Let F = I ( <}>©((> ,E) and let F = K c ^ E ) for i = l,2. Then, for 
each feY', we have (F^+F^Cf) = F 1(f) + F 2(f) = I (f (c^) + f U 2 ) , E ) = 
l(f(c|> ©4>2)9E) = F(f). Hence F + F 2 = F. • 
Remark on Theorem 13. Theorem 13 says that D(I,E) is a sub-groupoid of 
the groupoid (E,Y) and I ( ' , E ) is additive on D ( I , E ) into (Y',R) whenever 
Y is a groupoid and Y' c H(Y,R). We have the following corollary for 
D q ( I 9 E ) . 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 13. Assume that Y is a gpd, Y' c H(Y,R), and 
that 4>l5^2 are in D q ( I , E ) . Then 4> © 4>2 is in D q ( I , E ) and I(4> 9 E ) © 
I(4>29E) c I((j)i©(})2,E). 
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Proof. Addition of sets in Y is defined as A n © A^ = {y n@y 0|y neA n and 1 2 1 2' 1 1 
Let y^eI(dK,E) for i=l,2. Then, for each feY', we have 
f( Y l©y 2) = f(y x) + f(y 2) = l(f((|,1),E) + l(f(«|)2),E) = I (f (cj^©^ ) ,E) . 
Hence y^ ^ © y 2 is in iCdp^ edp 9E) and dp © dp eD(I 9E). • 
Remark on Corollary 1 to Theorem 13. The corollary says that D (I,E) 
is a sub-groupoid of D(I,E) whenever Y is a groupoid and Y' c H(Y,R). 
In a later section, when Y is a group, we will show that I(»,E) is 
additive on D (I,E). 
o 
The next two theorems are actually corollaries to Theorem 3. In 
order to state Theorem 3, for the case where the values of I are in Y, 
addition is required on Y. Therefore, the theorems are in this section, 
Theorem 14. Assume that E
 9E cA, E n E 2 = 0, Y is a gpd, Y' c H(Y,R), 
and that dpeD (I,E.) for i = l,2. Then <j>£D (I,EnuE_) and I(dp9E, ) © o i o 1 2 1 
K<J)9E2) c I(<|),E1uE2). 
Proof. Let y£eI(dp,E^) for i = l,2. Then, for each feY', we have 
f( Y l©y 2) = f(y x) + f(y 2) = I (f ( .E.J + l(f(c|)),E2) = I [f (dp) ,E^uE2) . 
Therefore y n © y 0 is in I(dp9E.uE_) and dpeD (I 9E.uE_). • J 1 J 2 1 2 o 1 2 
In a later section, when Y is a group, we will show that 
I(dp9E ) © I(dp9E ) = I( dp9E uE 2). We will extend Theorem 14 to countable 
collections of disjoint measurable sets but first we need the following 
definition. Recall that y^ y if and only if f(y ) f(y) for every 
feY' . 
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Definition 13. Let y^eY for i=l,2,3,'«', and let h map the positive 
integers into {0,1}. If s^ = y^, define s , n>2, inductively as fol­
lows: s = s . © y if h(n) = 1 and s = y © s , if h(n) = 0. If 
n n-1 Jn n Jn n-1 
n 
w p w 
there is a yeY so that s —>- y, we write h ^ y. —>- y. 
i=l 
Theorem 15. Assume that Y is a gpd, Y r c H(Y,R), Y is weakly sequenti­
al 
ally complete, E.eA for i=l,2,3,---, E.nE . = 0 for i*j, E = u E., 
i i i J .
 n i 
~ i=l 
<J>eD (I,E.) for i = l,2,3,---, and that 4>eD(I,E). Then cf>eD (I,E), and if 
O 1 7 7 7 7 T 7 T
 Q 7 J 
n 
y.eI((J),E.) for i=l,2,3,-'« and yeI((J),E), then h I y. —• y for every h. 
i=l 
Proof. Let h map the positive integers into {0,1}. For each fixed 
n 
feY' we have f(s ) = £ I (f (<J>) ,E.) •> I (f( <J>) ,E) , because | I (f (<f>) , E ) | < 
N 1 = 1 1 
+ 0 0 ([18], p. 201). Therefore there is a yeY so that f(s ) •+ f(y) for 
every feY'. Hence yeI(<J),E) and <J>eD (I,E). 
If yeI((J),E), then f(y) = f(y) for every feY'. Hence y 
also. • 
Remark on Theorem 15. Theorem 15 generalizes Theorem 2.4 of Pettis 
([2], p.283). 
Y a Group 
In this section Y is a group with identity 6. We will use 
y, © y^ and y-, - for addition and subtraction in Y. 
J l 2 1 2 
We will discuss linearity properties of I, algebraic properties 
of the domain of I, and some other properties of I. 
The set of functionals, Y', will always be a subset of H(Y,R). 
Recall that B = n{f _ 1(0)|feY'}. Then B is a normal subgroup of Y. 
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B is non-empty because 8 belongs to B. We will write Y/B for 
{y©B|yeY}. Y/B is a disjoint decomposition of Y by (left) cosets of 
B. If we define © on Y/B as (y^B) © (y2©B) = (y 1©y 2) © B, then Y/B 
is a group with identity B. For each dpeD (I SE), I(dp,E) = y©B for some 
yeY, because each feY' is constant on each y © B in Y/B. That is, the 
value of I ( - E ) , in Y, on D (I,E) is a coset of B. 
o 
Linearity Properties 
The following theorem improves the inequalities of Theorem 14 
and of Corollary 1 to Theorem 13 to equalities. 
Theorem 16 
(a) If 4>1,(|)2eDo(I,E), then Kcf^E) © K<f>2,E) = I (dp ©dp ,E). 
(b) If E ,E eA, E n E 2 = 0, and if dpeD (I,E^ for 1=1,2, 
^ A. y\ 
then I(dp,E1) © I(dp,E2) = I(d>,E uE 2). 
Proof 
(a) Let yi€l(dpi,E) for i = l,2. Corollary 1 to Theorem 13 im­
plies that y © y2eI(dp1©dp2,E) . Then (y 1©y 2) © B = I(dp ®dp ,E). But 
Kdp1,E) © I(dp2,E) = (y x©B) © (y2©B) = (y^y ) © B. 
(b) Let yi€l(dp,Ei) for i=l,2. Theorem 14 implies that 
y © y2€l(dp9E uE 2) . Hence I(dp,E1) © I(dp,E ) = (y^B) © (y2©B) = 
(y 1®y 2) © B = I(dp,E1uE2). • 
Algebraic Properties of the Domain of I 
Definition 14 
(a) K(E) = {dpeD(I,E)|l(dp,E) = B}. 
(b) If EeA, then K (E) = {dpe(E,Y) | dpeB a.e. on E}. 
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K(E) and K (E) are both non-empty because the function which is 
identically equal to 6 on E belongs to both sets. 
Theorem 17 
(a) D(I,E) is a subgroup of the group (E,Y). 
(b) D (I ,E) is a subgroup of D(I ,E) . 
(c) K(E) is a normal subgroup of D (I , E ) . 
(d) K q ( E) is a subgroup of K ( E ) . 
Proof. We will use the following result from algebra. If G is a group 
and HcG, then H is a subgroup of G if and only if a-beH whenever 
a,beH. 
(a) Let (j)lScj)2eD(I , E ). It follows that <J> -(J^ eDC I ,E) because 
f C ^ - ^ ) = fC^) - f(4>2) for every feY'. 
(b) Let cj), ,c))0eD (I SE) and let y.£l(d>..E) for i=l,2. Then 
1 2 o l i 
f(y-j_-y2) = - f ( y 2 } = l(f(4) 1-^ 2),E] for every feY'. Hence 
*1-<l>26Do(I,E). 
(c) Theorem 16 implies that I ( - , E ) is a homomorphism of D (I,E) 
into Y/B. The kernel of the homomorphism is K ( E ) . Therefore K(E) is a 
normal subgroup of D (I ,E ) . 
(d) Surely K (E)cK(E) (Theorem 6). If cj)n ,cf>0eK (E), then 
J
 o 1 2 o 
(J> -<f> eK Q (E) because B is a group. Hence K q ( E) is a subgroup of K ( E ) . • 
We will write D (I 9E)/K(E) for {<(>©K(E) | (J>eD (I 9 E)}. Then 
D (I 9E)/K(E) is a disjoint decomposition of D (I 9 E) by (left) cosets 
of K ( E ) . 
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Other Properties of I 
Theorem 18. Let u(E) = 1 and dpe(E,Y). Then dpeD (I,E) if and only if 
either 
(a) there is a yeY so that dpey@B a.e. on E, or 
(b) there is a yeY and a dp'eK(E), dp'^ K (E), so that dp = y©dp' 
a.e. on E. 
Proof 
(1) If dpey©B a.e. on E, then f(dp) = f(y) a.e. on E for every 
feY 1. Hence, dp is weakly measurable and I (f (dp), EJ = f(y) for every f in 
Y' . Therefore dp belongs to D (I,E). 
If dp = y©dp' a.e. on E, then f(dp) = f(y) + f(dp') a.e. on E for 
each f in Y'. Hence, dp is weakly measurable and l[f(dp),EJ = l(f(y),EJ + 
l(f(dp'),E) = f(y) + 0 for every feY'. Therefore dpeD (I,E). 
(2) Let dpeDQ(I9E) and I(dp,E) = y©B. If dp (x) = y for every 
xeX, then I(dp^,E) = I(d>,E). We now show that this implies that dp and dp^  
must belong to the same coset of K(E) in D (I,E). to
 o 
Theorems 5 and 16 imply that I(*,E) is a homomorphism of D (I,E) 
onto Y/B. The kernel of the homomorphism is K(E). Therefore I(»,E) is 
an isomorphism of Do(I,E)/K(E) onto Y/B. Hence dp and dp^  belong to the 
same coset of K(E) because I(dp,E) = I(dp ,E). 
Assume that ^>,<t> e^©K(E) for some $eD (I,E). Then dpedp ©K(E). 
y o y 
Therefore there is a <f>'eK(E) so that <p = <$> ®<b'. Since K (E) c K(E), dp' 
y ° 
may belong to K (E). • 
The following theorem and its corollary extend the results of 
Theorem 7 and its corollary. 
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Theorem 19 
(a) Assume that Y' is countable and (J)^ , <}>2eD( I). If I(c}) ,E) = 
I( <J>2,E) for every EeA, then there is a <J>'eK (X) so that <J> = (J>'©<)>. 
(b) If (J>
 9(J> € D Q ( I 9 E ) and I(<j>l9E) = I((J> 9 E ) 9 then (J> = 4>'©<j>2 
for some <J>' eK(E). 
Proof 
(a) For each feY' we have I (f (<}> -<|> 2) , E ) = 0 for every EeA. 
Hence f(<$> -ty^) - 0 a.e. on X for every-feY'. Theorem 7 implies that 
<J> - <J> eB a.e. on X. If <f>' = <(> -<J>2, then <J>'eK (X) and (J>1 = <J>'©<|) . 
(b) Let yel(<f>
 9 E ) . Then I($ 9E) - I(<f> 9E) = y©B. Hence 
I((f)1-(})2,E) = B. Therefore <J> - $ eK(E). If <|)' = <|>1-<J>29 then <J>'eK(E) 
and <\>1 - <J>f©<J>. • 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 19. Assume that Y' is closed under addition 
and multiplication by real numbers. Let H be a Hamel basis for Y'. 
If H is countable and I((f>^,E) = I(c})
 9E) for every EeA, then § - ( f ) ' © ^ 
for some d>1 in K (X). 
o 
Proof 
We have f( (})-<()) = 0 a.e. on X for every feY'. Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 7 implies that <j> - <f>2eB a.e. on X. If <f>' = ^ j " ^ ' " t^ e n 
(J)'eKo(X) and <J> = <J>f©<J>2. • 
Remark on Theorem 19. Theorem 19 and its corollary generalize Theorem 
5.2 of Pettis ([2], p.293). Pettis' theorem states: if <f> l5<f>2 are 
strongly measurable and Pettis integrable, then P((J)n,E) = P((J)Q,E) for 
every EeA if and only if § = <j>2 a.e. on X. 
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We will now consider the case where the group Y is also partially 
ordered. 
Y a Partially Ordered Group 
In this section Y will be a group which is also a partially 
ordered set, with or without a topology. 
We will discuss convergence properties, absolute continuity, and 
other properties of I. Absolute value will be defined for elements in Y 
and this will enable us to improve the dominated convergence theorem 
(Theorems 1 and 8), the absolute continuity theorem (Theorem 4), and to 
obtain other order properties of I. 
Definition 15 
(a) A p.o. set Y is a lattice (Y is a £.o. set) if and only if 
for any y'
 9y^eY the least upper bound (y^Vy^) and the greatest lower 
bound (y^Ay^) are uniquely determined elements in Y. 
(b) Y is a p.o. (f.o., £ . o. ) group if and only if: (1) Y is a 
group; and (2) Y is a p.o. (f.o., £.o.) set. 
(c) Y is a p.o. (f.o., £.o.) group topological space if and 
only if: (1) Y is a p.o. (f.o., £.o.) group; and (2) Y is a topological 
space. 
(d) If Y is a p.o. group topological space, then C0H(Y,R) is the 
set of all continuous order preserving homomorphisms of Y into R. 
Our definition of a p.o. group is not standard. Fuchs ([25], 
p.9) defines a p.o. group by adding the following third condition: if 
y < y_, then y © y < y © y a n d y © y < y © y for every yeY. We do 
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not assume there is any relation between < and © in a p.o. group except 
in Theorem 20. 
The set C0H(Y,R) is non-empty because the function which is 
identically zero on Y belongs to C0H(Y 9R). We will now define absolute 
value on Y. 
Definition 16 
(a) If Y is a f.o. group, then |y| = max(y,-y) for every yeY. 
(b) If Y is a £.o. group, then |y| = yV(-y) for every yeY. 
(c) If Y is a f.o. (£.o.) group and d>e(X,Y), then |(|>|(x) = 
|(()(x)| for every xeX. 
If Y is a p.o. (£.o.) group, then so is (X,Y). But if Y is a 
f.o. group, then (X,Y) is a p.o. group. It is easy to see that the two 
definitions of |y| agree whenever Y is both a £.o. group and a f.o. 
group. 
The following lemmas will be used later on in this section. 
Lemma 1. If Y is a £.o. group and feOH(Y,R), then |f(y)| < f(|y|) for 
every yeY. 
Proof. Since -y < |y| and y < |y|, we have -f(y) - f(-y) ^ f(|y|) and 
f(y) ^ f(|y|)- Therefore |f(y)| = f(y)v(-f(y)) < f ( | y | ) for every 
yeY. • 
Lemma 2. If Y is a f.o. group and feOH(Y,R), then |f(y)| = f(|y|) for 
every yeY. 
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Proof. Since -y < |y| and y < |y|, we have |f(y)| < f(|y|) for every 
yeY. But |y| = y or -y. If |y| = y, then f(|y|) = f(y) < |f(y)| and if 
|y| = -y, then f(|y|) = -f(y) ^  |f(y)|. In either case f(|y|) ^ |f(y)| 
for every yeY. Hence |f(y)| = f(|y|) for every yeY. • 
Lemma 3. If Y is a f.o. (£.0.) group, D)^,D)2e(X,Y) and | D) | < D>2 a.e. on 
X, then |f(cj)1)| ^ f(<l>2) a.e. on X for every f e OH (Y, R). 
Proof. Let f e OH (Y, R). Then, from Lemmas 1 and 2, we have | f (d> (x)) | < 
f(|4>1(x)|) = f(|(t>1|(x)) < f(<J)2(x)) a.e. on X. Hence |f(4>1)| < f(<j>2) 
a.e. on X. • 
Lemma Let Y be a f.o. group and let y^y^eX with f(y^-y2) ^ 0 for 
every feYf c OH(Y,R). Then y 2©B < y^B. 
Proof. Recall (Definition 10) that y 2©B < y ©B if and only if y 2©B = 
y^©B or y 2 < y^ for every y 2ey 2©B and for every y^ ey^ ffiB. 
It suffices to show the following. If there is a y^ey2©B and a 
y^ey^B such that y[ < y 2, then y^B = y 2©B. 
Assume that y^ < y^. Then f(y|) < f(y 2) for every feY'. There­
fore f(y2~y|) > 0 for every feY'. Hence f(y^-y^) < 0 for every feY'. 
It follows that f(y^-y2) = 0 for every feY', because f(y^-y^) -
f(y^-y2) > 0 for every feY'. This implies that y| - y 2eB, from which it 
follows that
 Y l © B = y 2«B. • 
Convergence Theorems 
We now extend Definition 13 to series whose terms are functions. 
Let h be a function on the set of positive integers into {0,1} and let 
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(b^e(X,Y) for i^^,-"'. Define s^ = cb^  and define s^, n>2, inductively 
as follows: s = s ..©(b if h(n) = 1 and s = d> © s
 n if h(n) = 0. 
n n-1 n n n n-1 
n 
We will write h / d>. for s . 
. , I n i=l 
In the next theorem and its corollary we will assume that Y is a 
p.o. group topological space with the following additional property: 
i f y i ~ y 2 ' t h e n y i ® y ~ y 2 0 y a n d y 0 y i ~ y 8 y 2 f o r e v e r y y i n Y* 
Theorem 20. Assume that Y is a p.o. group topological space, 
Y' c C0H (Y ,R) , and that for each i=l,2,---, <j>ie(X9Y) is weakly measur­
able with 0 < d>. a.e. on X. If <beD(I) and h ) d>. -> d> a.e. on X, then 
I . ^ . I 
n „ „ i=l 
I I(<j>.) f I(<j>). 
i=l 1 
Proof 
(a) We first show that 6<s <s < cb a.e. on X. Since 
s^ = cb , it follows that 6<s^ a.e. on X. Assume that n>2 and h(n) = 1. 
Since 6 < d> a.e. on X, we have s . < s
 n©(b = s a.e. on X. If 
n n-1 n-1 n n 
h(n) = 0, then s ., < <b ©s , = s a.e. on X. 
n-1 n n-1 n 
(b) It follows that 0<f(s1)<f(s2)<-• • •+ f(cb) a.e. on X for each 
f in Y ' . Hence 0 < f(s ) ^ f(cb) a.e. on X for each n and each f in Y ' . 
n 
Therefore s eD(I) for all n. But f(d> ) = f(s ) - f(s
 n ) for n>2 and 
n n n n-1 
each f in Y ' . This implies that cb eD(I) for all n. 
(c) The monotone convergence theorem (Theorem 10) applied to 
the sequence s j S ^ s ^ , ' * * says that I(s ) < I(s 2) <•••-> I(<b). But 
n „ 
I ( s ) = Y 1(d).) by Theorem 13. • 
n . L
 N I i = l 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 20. Assume now that the cb^  are in D Q ( I ) and 
that Y is weakly sequentially complete. Then (beDQ(I) and if y^el((b^) 
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n 
for i=l,2,***, and ye 1(d)), then k £ y • —• y for every k mapping the 
i=l 1 
positive integers into {0,1}. 
Proof. Let k be any function mapping the positive integers into {0,1} 
n n 
and let F = I (dp). Theorem 20 implies that lim £ F (f) = lim £ f(y.) = 
n n i=l y i n i=l 1 
= lim f(k £ y.) = F(f) for each f in Y'. Therefore there is a yeY so 
n i=l 1 
n „ 
that f[k I y.) •> f(y) for every feY'. Hence yel(dp) and dpeD (I). If 
i=l _ n 
ye I (dp), then f(y) = f(y) for each f in Y'. Therefore k £ y. —• y 
i = l 1 
also. • 
Theorem 21. (Dominated Convergence Theorem.) Assume that Y is a f.o. 
or £.o. group topological space, Y' c C0H(Y,R), and that for each 
i=l,2,3,-*-, dp^e(X,Y) is weakly measurable and |dp^ | < (j) a.e. on X with 
dpeD(I). If dp^  dp a.e. on X or f(dp^ ) converges to f(dp) in measure on 
X for every feY', then dpeD(I) and Kdp ) •> I (dp). 
Proof. Lemma 3 says that |f(dp^)| < f(dp) a.e. on X for all i and for 
all feY'. Hence each dp.eD(I). Let F. = I(dp.) for i=l,2,3,-'*. 
i i i 
The dominated convergence theorem for the Lebesgue integral im­
plies that F i(f) = l(f(dpi)) •> l(f(dp)) and |l[f(dp))| < +°° for each feY'. 
Hence dpeD(I). If F = I( dp), then F(f) = l(f(dp)) for all feY'. Therefore 
F^ •> F (pointwise). • 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 21. Assume the same hypothesis as in Theorem 21 
except now each dp^eDQ(I) and Y is weakly sequentially complete. Then 
~ w 
dpeDQ(I) and if y^el(dp^) for 1=1,2,3,'•• and yel(dp), then y^ —• y. 
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Proof. Let y^Kcj^) for i=l,2,3,-''. Theorem 21 implies that f(y i) 
l(f((J))) (finite) for each feY'. Therefore there is a yeY such that 
y_^  y. Hence yel((b) and (J)eDQ(I). • 
Corollary 2 to Theorem 21. Assume now that Y is a f.o. group topo­
logical space. Then I(|<jk-<J>|) -»- 0, where 0(f) = 0 for all feY'. 
Proof. Lemma 2 implies that |f(<J>i) - f(<J>)| = | f (cj^ -cf)) | = f ( | cj^-cj) | ) 
for all i and f in Y'. Therefore each |(b.-(b| is in D ( I ) . Let F. = 
i i 
I( |cj)i-cj)| ) for i=l,29- •• . 
The dominated convergence theorem for the Lebesgue integral 
([23], p.125) implies that F^f) = I (f ( | <J> -<J> | )] = I (| f ( cjk )-f (<J>) |) + 0 
for each feY'. Hence F_^  ->• 0 (pointwise). • 
Theorem 22. (Monotone Convergence Theorem.) Assume that Y is a f.o. 
group topological space, Y' c C0H(Y,R), <f>ie D (I) for i=l,2,3,---, 
(beD(I), cb <(j> < •••->• cb, and that Y is weakly sequentially complete. 
Then <J>£D (I) and if y eKd^) for i=l,2,3,--- and yel(cj)), then y ©B < 
y 2®B < ... y®B. 
w 
Proof. If An,A^,'-« are subsets of Y, then A. —> A a subset of Y if and 1 2 i 
w 
only if for any y^ m A^ and any y m A we have y^ —> y. 
Let y^eI((jO for i=l 92 9***. Theorem 10 implies that f(y^) ^ 
f(y 2) < ->• l(f(<J>)) for every feY'. Therefore there is a yeY so that 
f(y_^ ) -+ f(y) for each f in Y'. Hence yel((b) and 4>eDQ(I). 
If f is in Y', then f(y -y ) > 0 for all n>l because f(y ) < 
Jn+1 J n n 
f(y
 n ) for all n>l. Lemma 4 implies that y ©B < y n©B for n>l. • Jn+1 n J n+1 
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Absolute Continuity of I 
Theorem 23. Assume that Y is a f.o. group, Y' c OH(Y,R), E^eA for 
i=l,2,- , and that y(Ej •> 0. If dpeD(I), then I( |<j)| ,E i) •> 0, where 
0(f) = 0 for all f in Y'. 
Proof. Lemma 2 implies that |f(dp)| = f( | dp | ) for all f in Y' . Therefore 
|dp|eD(I). Let F = Z C | 4> | »E ±) for i=l,2,'-'. 
The absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral implies that 
([23], p.124) Fj_(f) = I (f ( | dp | ) ,Ei) = I [ j f (dp) | ,E^) -> 0 for each feY'. 
Therefore F^ -> 0 (pointwise). • 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 23. Assume now that dpeD (I,E^ for i=l,2,3,**". 
If dpeD(I) and y e K d ) ^ ) for i=l,2,3,*'-, then |yi| —> each yeB. 
Proof. For each feY' we have f(|yi|) = |f(y i)| = 11 [f (dp) ,E^) | < 
I (| f(dp) | ,E^) •> 0. If y£B, then f( |y | ) •> f(y) = 0 for every feY' . 
Hence |y^| — y each yeB. • 
Other Properties of I 
Here we will use the absolute value defined on (X,Y) to deduce 
order properties of I. 
Theorem 24. Assume that Y' c 0H(Y,R) and that dpe(X,Y) is weakly meas­
urable . 
(a) If Y is a f.o. group, then dpeD(I) if and only if |dp|eD(I). 
(b) If Y is a £.o. group, then |dp|eD(I) implies that dpeD(I). 
Proof 
(a) Lemma 2 says that |f(dp)| = f(|dp|) for every feY'. 
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(b) Lemma 1 says that |f(<f>)| < f(|<j>|) for every feY'. • 
Theorem 25. Let Y' c OH(Y,R) and let cbe(X,Y) be weakly measurable. 
Assume either (a) Y is a f.o. group and cbeD(I), or (b) Y is a £ . 0 . 
group and |cb|eD(I). Then |l(<J>)| < K|<b|). 
Proof. In either case Theorem 24 implies that cb and |cb| belong to 
D ( I ) . Let F = I(<b) and F 2 = I(|cf>|). 
Theorem 11 implies that F^ < F^ because cb < | cb | . Also -cb < | cb | 
implies that - F ± - -I(<j>) = I(-cb) < T ^ . Hence - Y 2 ~ Y l ~ Y 2 ' Therefore 
IF I < F . • 
1
 1 1 2 u 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 25. Let Y be a f.o. group, Y' cOH(Y,R), cb and |cb| 
belong to D q ( I ) , and let y el(<j>) and y 2el ( | <j> | ). Then |l(<|>)| = \y c 
(y n©B) u (-y_©B) and y n©B < y 0©B, -yn©B < y 0©B. 1 1 J 1 2 1 2 
Proof 
(a) Let B = {beB| - (y1©b) < y 1©b} and B 2 = {beBly^B < 
-(y ©b)}. Then |y1©B| = {y1©b|beB1} u {-y -b|beB } c (y 9B) u (-y ©B). 
(b) Theorem 25 implies that f(y 1) < |f(y 1)| < f(y 2) for each 
feY'. Hence f(y 2~y 1) ^ 0 for each feY'. Lemma 4 implies that-y^B < 
y 2©B. 
(c) Theorem 25 implies that f(-y 1) = -f(y]_) ^ | f(y1> | ^  f(y 2) 
for each feY'. Hence f(y2~(-y^)) > 0 for each feY'. Lemma 4 implies 
that -y ©B < y 2©B. • 
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Theorem 26. Assume that Y is a f.o. or £.o. group, Y' c 0H(Y,R), 
. e. on d)^e(X,Y) is weakly measurable, and that d^eDd). If | dp | < cj>2 a.e 
X, then dp eD(I). 
Proof. Lemma 3 implies that |f(<j>^ )| < f(<j>2) a.e. on X for each feY'. 
Hence <j> eD(I). • 
Theorem 27. Assume that Y is a f.o. group, Y' c 0H(Y,R), d)£D (I), and 
that d)>6 a.e. on X. Then 1(d)) > B. 
Proof. Let yel(dp). Then f(y) = l(f(<j>)) > 0 for each feY'. Let y'eB. 
Then f(y-y') = f(y) - f(y') = f(y) > 0 for each feY f. Lemma M- implies 
that 1(d)) = yeB > y'©B = B . • 
Theorem 28. Assume that Y f is a p.o. group, Y' c 0(Y,R), Y' is count­
able, <j>eD(I,E), y(E) > 0, and that dp > 6 a.e. on E. If I(<j>,E) = 
0e(Y',R), then dpeB a.e. on E. 
Proof. For each f in Y' we have f(dp) > 0 a.e. on E. Since l[f(d)),E) 
0 for each f in Y f , we see that f(dp) = 0 a.e. on E for every f in Y'. 
Let Y' = {f l 9f 2,..•}. 
Let A. = $ 1(fT 1(0)) for i=l,2 9-". Then n A. = ^ ( B ) . Now 
oo i=p 
y( E - n A.) = 0 because y(E-A^) = 0 for all i. If B is empty, then 
i=l 
y(E) = 0. Hence B is non-empty and dpeB a.e. on E. • 
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CHAPTER V 
THE COMPLEX NUMBERS UNDER MULTIPLICATION 
AS THE RANGE SPACE OF THE FUNCTIONALS 
In this chapter (except in part (c) of Theorem 5) the range space 
of the functions to be integrated, Y, will be a locally compact, Haus-
dorff, Abelian topological group. We will write <B and - for addition 
and subtraction in Y, 0 for the identity of Y, and we always assume 
that Y has at least two elements. The complex numbers under multipli­
cation (denoted by Ct) will always be the range space Z of the func­
tionals. The reason for choosing C # for the range space of the func­
tionals is that then Pontrjagin's duality theorem (Theorem 1) says that 
Y is the same as its "double dual." 
In Lemma 1 we note that each functional maps Y into the set T of 
complex numbers with absolute value one. That is, each functional maps 
Y into the locally compact, Hausdorff, Abelian topological group T. 
Let H be any locally compact, Hausdorff, Abelian topological group and 
assume that H serves as the range space of the functionals. Then the 
duality theorem (Theorem 1) holds if and only if H = T ([21], p.424). 
In this sense C # is the only space, which contains the set of complex 
numbers, that we could use for the range space of the functionals so 
that the duality theorem holds. The range space of the functionals must 
contain the set of complex numbers because in this chapter the set of 
complex numbers will be the range space of the Lebesgue integral. 
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We will employ the same notation as in Chapter IV. X is a non­
empty set, A a a-algebra of subsets of X, and y is a complex measure 
(see Appendix B) on A. We always assume that y is not identically zero, 
I(^,A) denotes the Lebesgue integral of measurable complex-valued 
over AeA with respect to complex measure y. The domain of I(*,A) is 
D(I,A) = {t\> |l(t|/,A)| < +°°}. We write D(I) for D(I,X). Properties of 
this integral and its definition are presented in Appendix B. 
In the first section we define and discuss the type of func­
tional we will be using in this chapter. The duality theorem is stated 
in this section. In the second section we show that when C^ is the 
range space of the functionals we get a useful extension of the 
Lebesgue integral if and only if y is a zero-one measure. 
In Chapter IV we saw that I inherited most of the basic proper­
ties of I, but we were able to say very little about when a function d) 
belonged to D(I) or to D (I). In this chapter we will show that we can 
say much more about when a function d> belongs to D(I) or D (I), but 
only when y is a zero-one measure will I be a "useful" extension of I. 
Pontrjagin's Duality Theorem 
In this section we will discuss the functionals we will be using 
in this chapter and we will state Pontrjagin's duality theorem. 
Definition 1 
(a) C is the set of complex numbers under multiplication. 
The sense in which the extension is useful is indicated by 
Theorems 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
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(b) C + is the set of complex numbers under addition. 
(c) c| is without zero. 
(d) T is the subgroup of c| consisting of all the complex num­
bers with absolute value one. 
Note that C + , , and T are all locally compact, Hausdorff, 
Abelian topological groups but C is not even a group. Throughout 
this chapter, except in part (c) of Theorem 5, Y' is always the set of 
all bounded, not identically zero, continuous homomorphisms of Y into 
Cm. Y' separates points in Y ([21], p.345). 
Mackey [26] has considered functionals which are not bounded. 
Let Y^ be the set of all not identically zero continuous homomorphisms 
of Y into C and let Y' be the set of all positive continuous homomor-
2 
phisms of Y into the reals under multiplication. The elements in Y' 
are called characters of Y, members of Y^ are called generalized 
characters of Y, and functions in Y^ are real characters of Y. Mackey 
([26], p.157) noted that g is a generalized character of Y if and only 
if there is a character f and a real character h so that g = (f)(h). 
We will write 7 for the function in Y' which maps Y onto 1. 
If f and f are in Y ', then we define (f-^My) = f-^y^ty) for every 
y in Y. Similarly we define multiplication in (Y ' , C b ) . 
Lemma 1. Each f in Y ? maps Y into T. 
Proof. Let f be in Y ? . 
(a) Assume that there is a y in Y such that |f(y)| > 1. Let y 
1 1
 n 
be the sum of y with itself n times. Then |f(y )| = |f(y)| n -> +°° and f 
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is not bounded. 
(b) Surely f(6) = 1. Assume that there is a yeY so that 
|f(y)| < 1. Then 1 = |f(y©(-y))| = | f (y) | | f (-y) | and |f(-y)| > 1. • 
If feY', then let f(y) = f(y) for every yeY. Lemma 1 implies 
that f ^ = f and f(-y) = f(y) for every yeY, for each feY'. 
Y', with the compact open topology ([20], p.221), is a locally 
compact, Hausdorff, Abelian topological group ([21], p.361). Let Y" 
be the set of all bounded, not identically zero, continuous homomor­
phisms of Y' into C^. Lemma 1 implies that each F in Y" maps Y' into 
T. Y", with the compact open topology, is a locally compact, Hausdorff, 
Abelian topological group. Recall that X(y) - F^ for each yeY, where 
F (f) = f(y) for each feY'. 
y 
Theorem 1. (Pontrjagin's Duality Theorem.) The canonical map X is a 
homeomorphism and an isomorphism of Y onto Y". 
Proof. For a proof of this theorem see Hewitt and Ross ([21], p.378). • 
In the rest of this chapter Y' and Y" will have the compact open 
topology. 
Zero-One Measures 
By a zero-one measure we mean a measure y on a a-algebra A of 
subsets of X whose only values are 0 and 1 with y(X) = 1. In this sec­
tion we show that a useful generalization of the Lebesgue integral, 
when C^ is used as the range space of the functionals, is obtained only 
when y is a zero-one measure. 
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Theorem 2. I(<j> ©<j> ) = I(<J) )I(<J) ) on D(I) if and only if y is a zero-
one measure. 
Remark on Theorem 2. Theorem 2 says that the extension I(») of the 
Lebesgue integral is additive if and only if y is a zero-one measure. 
Recall that I(») maps D(I) into (Y',C#) and I(<b )I((b ) is multipli­
cation in (Y',C #). 
Proof 
(1) Assume that I(<j) ©<j>2) = I( <j)1)I( cb2) on D(I). Since 7eY' we 
see that y(X) = I (7 (4>1©<I>2)3 = I (cj^ Sc^  ) (7) = (l( ^ ) (7)) (i ((b2) ( 7)) = 
l(7((b1))l(7((f)2)) = y(X)y(X). Hence y(X) is either zero or one. We 
will show that y(X) can't be zero, but first we take up the case where 
y(X) = 1. 
(a) Assume that y(X) = 1. We will now show that y(A) is 
zero or one for every AeA. 
Let AeA. Assume that y^ and y^ are arbitrary in Y and 
let y 2 = -y 3 and y^ = -y^ Let cf^ , cf^ e (X, Y) where ^ = y 1 on A 
c c ~ 
and y 2 on A , and cb = y^ on A and y^ on A . Surely cb^,cb2eD(I) 
because y(X) = 1. 
Now for each feY' we have I (f (cb ©cb )) = f(y ©y )y(A) + 
f (y 2©y 4)y(A C). Also for each feY' we see that I (f (c^)) I (f ( d>2)) 
f(y 1©y 3)(y(A)) 2 + f ( y 2 % ) (y(Ac)) 2 + y(A)y(Ac) (f( y i©y 4) + 
f(y 2©y 3)) because f is a homomorphism. Since I (cb^ ©cb2) ( f) = 
I (f(cb1©(j)2)) = l(f(cb1)]l(f((b2)] = (l(<J)1)I(<|)2)) (f) holds for each 
feY' , we have: 
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f ( y 1 © y 3 ) p ( A ) + f(y 2®y 4)^(A c) = f C y ^ g ) (y(A)) + 
f(y 2©y 4)(y(A C)) 2 + y(A)y(AC) (fCy^y^) + f(y 2©y 3)) (1) 
holding for each feY f. Let V = fCy-jffiy ) + f(y 2©y 4) - f(y 1©y [ +) -
f(y 2®y 3). Equation (1) becomes y(A) (l-y(A)) T = 0 for every feY' 
because y(A ) = 1 - y(A). 
We now show that T can't be zero for all feY', implying 
that y(A) is zero or one. Assume that r = 0 for all feY'. Let 
feY' and f*7. Such an f exists because Y' separates points in Y. 
Therefore 0 = T = f(y ©y ) + f (-(y ©y )) - f(6) - f(6) = 
f(y 1©y 3) + f(y 1©y 3) - 2 because f(-y) = f(y). Let us write 
a + bi for f(y ffiy ). Hence (a+bi) + (a-bi) = 2, or a=l. Since 
|f(y)| = 1 for every yeY (Lemma 1), we see that b=0. This 
implies that f=7 because y and y were arbitrary in Y. There-
_L o 
fore y(A) must be zero or one. 
(b) Now assume that y(X) = 0. We will show that this im­
plies y(A) = 0 for every AeA . This is a contradiction because 
we have assumed that y is not identically zero. 
Let AeA . Assume that y^ and y 2 are arbitrary in Y and 
let y^ = -yn and y, = -y_. Define d) and <b. as in part (a) 3 1 4 2 1 2 
above. Equation (1) now becomes 
y(A) (f( Y l©y 3) - f(y 2©y 4) - y(A)r) = 0 (2) 
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for every feY' because y(A ) - -y(A). 
Now assume that y(A) * 0 and we will arrive at a con­
tradiction. If y(A) * 0, then Equation (2) becomes f(y ©y„) -
1 ^ 
f(y 2©y 4) = y(A)T for every feY'. Let feY' and f*7. Therefore 
o = f(e) - f(e) = f(y 1-y 1) - f(y 2-y 2) = y(a) [f(e)+f(e)-f(y1-y2) -
f(-(y 1-y 2 ))- Hence f(y 1-y 2) + f(y -y ) = 2 because f(-y) = 
f(y) and y(A) * 0. If f(y -y 2) = a + hi, then (a+bi) + (a-bi) = 
2. Hence a=l. It follows that b=0 because |f(y)| = 1 (Lemma 1) 
for every yeY. Therefore f=1 because y^ and y 2 were arbitrary 
in Y. 
(2) Now assume that y is a zero-one measure. Let d> , d>2eD( I). 
We wish to show that I(d>^ ©d> ) = I (d>^ )I (d>2) . This last equation holds if 
and only if 
l(f(<|>1)f(<|>2)] = l(f(<|>1®<|>2)) = l(f(<|>1))l(f(<|>2)) (3) 
for every f in Y'. We will denote the real part of f(dO by (f(d>^ )] 
and the imaginary part by (f(dO) 2 for each f in Y' and for i = l,2. Let 
L_ = (f(dO)_. for i=l,2 and j=l,2. Comparing the real and imaginary 
parts of Equation (3) we get 
I ( L l l ) I ( L 2 1 ) " I ( L 1 2 ) I ( L 2 2 ) = I ( L 1 1 L 2 1 ) " I ( L 1 2 L 2 2 ) j 
I < L 1 1 ) I ( L 2 2 ) + ^ ^ S l ' I ( L 1 1 L 2 2 ) + 
)> (4) 
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Therefore, the theorem follows if we show that Equation (4) 
holds. We will demonstrate that 1(1^)1(1, ) = I ( L 1 1 L 2 1 ^ ) f o r e a c h f e Y ' ; 
the other three cases are similar. 
Let feY' be fixed. Since ^ 1 and | L^ | < 1, there are 
simple functions S and T, so that S -> L n n , T, -> L^n , I s I < 1 for all 
^ n k n 11 k 21 1 n 1 
n, and |T | < 1 for all k. For each n(k) there is one and only one 
A (B, ) in y ~*"(1) on which S (T, ) is constant because y is a zero-one 
n k n k 
-1 
measure. Let D = ( n A ] n (n B ). Then D is non-empty because y (l) 
n=l n k = l k 
is closed under countable intersections. Let aeD. Then, by the domi­
nated convergence theorem for the Lebesgue integral, we have L (a) 
S (a) = I(S ) -y K L n 1 ) and L (a) «- T, (a) = I(T, ) + I(L_ n). Hence n n 11 21 k k 21 
L 1 1(a) = K L 1 1 ) and L ^ U ) = K L ^ ) . But also (S n)(T R) •+ ( L ^ K L ^ ) . 
The dominated convergence theorem implies that L (a)L (a) +• 
S (a)T, (a) = I(S T, ) + I ( L 1 1 L o n ) . Therefore K L . J K L . . ) = 
n k n k 11 21 11 21 
K L ^ p . • 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 2. If y is a zero-one measure, <beD(I), and if S 
is a countable subset of Y', then there is an aeX such that l(f(cb)] = 
f (<b(a)) for every feS. 
Proof. Obvious extension of part (2) in the proof of Theorem 2. • 
Corollary 2 to Theorem 2. If y is a zero-one measure, then I(cb ©cb ) 
I((b1)©I((b2) on D q ( I ) . 
Proof. Let Kd^) = y^ ^ for i=l,2. Then by Theorem 2 I(<j> ©<j> ) = 
I((b1)I((b2) = F y F y = F y Hence Y l © y 2 = I ( d,^^) . • 
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Let AeA. If d)e(X,Y) and 9 is constant on A and constant on A C 
then 9 is a two-valued simple function. 
Corollary 3 to Theorem 2. If I(cJ) ©<f>2) = I( d ^ K (f>2) for all two-valued 
simple functions, then p is a zero-one measure. 
Proof. Part ( 1 ) in the proof of Theorem 2. • 
Let AeA and assume that yeY and y * 6 . If 9=y on A and dp-Q on A C, 
then 9 is a characteristic function. 
Corollary 4 to Theorem 2. For each 4>eD(I), let F^ = 1(d)). If F (j )( f 1 f 2) 
F ± (f.. )F± (f 0) on Y' for all characteristic functions 9 , then p is a zero-9 1 <p z 
one measure. If y is a zero-one measure, then F,(fnf.) = F,(f, )F,(L) 
9 1 2 9 1 d> 2 
on Y' for each d>€D(I). 
Proof 
( 1 ) Let y be a zero-one measure. The proof that F,(f.f.) = 
9 1 2 
l(f1(d))f2(d))) = l(f1((|))]l (f2((f))] = F (f1)F (f 2) on Y' for each d)eD(I) 
is identical to part (2) in the proof of Theorem 2. 
(2) Assume that F,(f nf 0) = F(f,)F,(f_) on Y' for each charac-
9 1 2 9 1 9 2 
teristic function <$>. If we let f = f 2 = 7 we again obtain y(X) is zero 
or one. 
(a) Assume that y(X) = 1 and let AeA. We will show that 
y(A) is zero or one. 
c 
Let yeY, y * 6 , and let 9 map A onto y and map A onto 6 . 
From I (f (dOf2(dO) = I (f 1 ( d))) I (f2( d))) holding on Y 1 we get 
y(A) (y(A)-l)r = 0, where Y = f^f^y) - ^(y) - f 2(y) + 1, 
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because y(A°) = 1 - y(A) and f\(e) = 1 for i=l,2. We now show 
that r cannot be zero for all fl^,^ i n Y'> implying that y(A) is 
zero or one. 
Since Y' separates points in Y, there is a f in Y' so 
that f(y) * 1. If f± = f 2 = f, then T = (f(y))2 - 2f(y) + 1 = 
(f(y)-l)2 * 0. 
(b) Assume that y(X) = 0 and let AeA. We will show that 
y(A) = 0. This is a contradiction because we have assumed that 
y is not identically zero. 
Define <J> as in (a) above. From I (f ((b)f (<J>)) = 
l(f1(<|>))l(f2(<|>)) holding on Y' we get y(A) (p(A)r+l-f1(y)f (y)) = 
0 because y(A ) = -y(A). Since Y 1 separates points in Y, there 
is a feY' such that f(y) = a+bi and a#l. If fn = f and f, = f, 
1 2 
then we get (y(A)) (2-f(y)-f(y)) = 0 because f(y)f(y) = 1. But 
2 - (a-bi) - (a+bi) * 0 because a#l. Hence y(A) = 0 . • 
Corollary 5 to Theorem 2. If ijjeD(I) and if y is a zero-one measure, 
then I ( I J J ) = ^(a) for some aeX. 
Proof. From part (2) in the proof of Theorem 2. • 
Theorem 3. If D(I) = D (I), then y is a zero-one measure. 
o 
Proof 
(1) Let y = m 1 + m 2i = (y^-v^) + (y3-y^)i where the y^ are 
finite measures and the I I K are finite signed measures (see Appendix B). 
Let 4>eD(I), then there is a yeY such that f(y) = l(f(c|>)) for every 
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feY'. Hence u(X) = l(7(d))) = 7(y) = 1. 
(2) Let d)eD(I) be fixed. For each feY' we will write (f(<J>))-|_ 
for the real part of f(d)) and (f(d>)] for the imaginary part of f(d>). 
For j = 1,2,3,4, I(^du_.) denotes the Lebesgue integral of real-valued 
ijj over X with respect to u_. . Let ij = I ^  (f ( 9)) ^ du_. for i = 1,2 and 
for j = 1,2,3,4. Then (see Appendix B) l(f(d>)) = I (f (dp)dm ) + 
il (f(c}))dm2) where l[f((j>)dm ) = (11-12) + (21-22 )i and l(f(d>)dm ) = 
(13-14) + (23-24)i. 
We will now show that l(f(9)dm2) = 0 for every feY'. There is 
a yeY such that f(y) = l(f(<|>)) for each feY'. If f(y) = f(y) for each 
yeY, then f is in Y' if f is in Y'. Therefore l(f(d>)) = I (f(d>)) = 
f(y) = f(y) = l(f(4>)} for each feY'. That is 
l(f(4>)] = l(f(cj))) (5) 
for each feY'. If we equate the real and imaginary parts of Equation 
(5), using Equation (1) in Appendix B, we get 11-12-23+24 = 11-12+23-24 
and 14+22-13-21 = 13-14-21+22. Hence 23 = 24 and 13 = 14. Therefore 
l(f(d>)dm ) = 0 for each feY'. 
(3) Next we show that m 2(A) = 0 for every AeA. Let AeA. Now 
y(X) = 1 implies that m 2(X) = 0. Hence m 2(A C) = -m 2(A). 
Let yeY, y*8, and let feY' such that f(y) = a+bi and a*l. Define 
d)=y on A and 9 = 8 on A . Surely cj)£D(I). From part (2) above we have 
0 = l(f(d))dm2] = (a+bi)m2(A) + m 2(A c) = (a-l)m2(A) + bm 2(A)i. There­
fore m 2(A) = 0 because a^l. Hence u = m^ because m 2 is identically zero 
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(4) Finally we show that m (A) is zero or one for every AeA. 
It follows that y is a zero-one measure. 
Let AeA. Select y and cb as in part (3) above. f is a fixed 
member of Y' such that f(y) = a + bi and a*l. There is a teY so that 
f(t) = l(f(<b)] because <beD (I). Therefore 1 = |f(t)| = |l(f(<b))| = 
|(a+bi)m1(A) + m 1 ( A c ) | = |((a-l)m1(A) + l) + (bm (A))i| because m 2 = 0 
and m 1(A c) = 1 - m (A). This implies that (a-1) 2 (n^ C A)] 2 + 
2(a-l)m1(A) + 1 + b (m^A)} = 1, or (a-l)m^(A) (l-m (A)) = 0 because 
2 2 
a + b = 1. Hence m^(A) is zero or one because a*l. • 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. If all characteristic functions belong to 
D (I), then y is a zero-one measure. If y is a zero-one measure, then 
o 
all simple functions belong to D (I). 
Proof 
(a) The first part follows from the proof of Theorem 3. 
(b) Let y be a zero-one measure and let cb be a simple function 
in (X,Y). There is one and only one set AeA, with measure one, on 
which cb is constant because y is a zero-one measure. Let xeA and y = 
<b(x). Then l(f(<b)) = f(y)y(A) = f(y) for every feY'. Hence <beD (I). • 
Remarks on Theorem 3 and Its Corollary 
(a) From Theorem 3 we see that: (1) if D (I) is non-empty, 
then y(X) = 1; (2) if <beDo(I), then l(f(<b)dm2) = 0 for every feY'; and 
(3) if <beD (I), then l(f(<b)) = l(f(<b)) for every feY'. 
(b) Let Y be an arbitrary non-empty set and let Y' be a non­
empty subset of (Y,C ). From part (b) of Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 we 
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see that all the simple functions will be in U Q(I) whenever u is a 
zero-one measure. 
The next theorem gives a partial converse to Theorem 3. We do 
not know if the converse of Theorem 3 is true or false. The following 
definitions and lemmas will be used in Theorem 4. 
If K is a set, then card (K) denotes the cardinality of K. In 
part of Theorem 4 we will assume that the card (X) is accessible. 
See Sikorski ([27], p.86) for the definition of an accessible cardinal. 
This assumption is not too restrictive an assumption because 
aQja^ja^,*"" are all accessible cardinals if a^ = card{l,2,3,'•*} and 
an 
a n + 1 =2 for n = 0,1,2,-'- ([27], p. 86). 
Let B be the minimal a-algebra over the open sets in Y and let 
S be the minimal a-ring over the compact subsets of Y. If y = (y -y ) + 
(y -y^H, then for part (b) in the next definition we will assume that 
at least one of the y. is complete (say y,). The reason for this 
assumption is that if measurable complex-valued h^ •> h a.e. (y^) or if 
measurable complex-valued k = h a.e. (y^), then we can conclude that h 
is also measurable. 
Definition 2 
(a) D = {(})e(X,Y)|^1(B)cA and f1(S) ny-1( 1)*0} . 
(b) D^ = {(J>e(X,Y) | dp is the a.e. (y^) limit of simple functions} 
if y^  is complete. 
(c) D = {d>eD( I) 11 ( dp) is continuous}. 
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(d) = {<J>e(X9Y) | f (<J>) is measurable for each f in Y' and there 
is a compact subset C of Y and an A in u 1(1) such that <b(A)cC}. 
Lemma 2. For i = 1,2,4,D^cD(I). 
Proof 
(a) Let <J>eDlS feY', and f = ^ + fwhere f and f are the 
real and imaginary parts of f, respectively. Now the real and imaginary 
parts of f(<J>) are f (<J>) and f2(<J>), respectively. If we show that each 
fA<$>) is measurable, it follows that <beD(I) because |f^(<b)| < 1 for 
i = 1,2 and | y(X)| < +«. 
Each f. is measurable with respect to B because each f. is 
i r i 
continuous. Therefore each f.(<b) is measurable. 
i 
(b) Let d>eD_ and let feY'. If dp is a sequence of simple func-
z n 
tions converging to dp a.e. (y^), then f"( $ ) is a sequence of simple 
functions converging to f(<b) a.e. (y ) because f is continuous. There­
fore each f.(d>) is the a.e. (y,) limit of simple functions. This im-
l 1 
plies that each f^ (dp) is measurable because y^ is complete. Therefore 
4>eD(I). 
(c) Let dpeD^ . It follows that dpeD(I) because If^ Cd))! < 1 for 
i=l,2 and each f in Y', and |y(X)| < +«. • 
Lemma 3. Let y be a zero-one measure and F, = I(dp) for dpeD(I). Then 4> 
F^ is a bounded, not identically zero, homomorphism of Y' into C^. 
Proof 
(a) F (7) = I (7 (<(>)) = y(X) = 1. Hence F^ is not identically 
zero. 
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(b) Let feY'. Then |F (f)| = |l(f(d>))| < ^(f^d)))! + 
|l(f2(d>))| < l{\f±(<t>)\) + l(|f2(<J>)|) < K l ) + K l ) = 2y(X) = 2 where 
f and f are the real and imaginary parts of f, respectively. Hence 
F, is bounded. 
(c) Corollary 4 to Theorem 2 implies that F^ is a homomorphism 
of Y' into C #. • 
Remarks on Lemma 3 
Let y be a zero-one measure and d>eD(I). 
(1) If F, is continuous, then Lemma 3 implies that F,eY". 
Therefore, by Theorem 1, there is a yeY such that A(y) = F, . Hence 
<P 
y = 1(d)) and d)eD (I). This fact will be used many times in Theorem 4. 
(2) We can easily see, by a proof similar to that of Lemma 1, 
that F± maps Y' into T. 
<P 
Theorem 4. Let y be a zero-one measure. 
(1) D(I) = D (I) if one of the following conditions hold: 
o 
(a) A = { a | A c X} and card (X) is accessible; 
(b) n{A|Aey_1(l)} * 0; 
(c) X is a metric space, A is the Borel field, and card 
(X) is accessible; 
(d) Y is compact; 
(e) Y is second countable; 
(f) Y' is first countable; 
(g) Y' is separable; 
(h) Y' is countable. 
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(2) (a) If <f>£Di for any i=l,3,4, then <|>£D (I). 
(b) If dpeD^  and y is complete, then 9eD Q(I). 
Proof 
(1) (i) Here we will consider conditions (a), (b),and (c) on X. 
Sikorski ([27], pp.88-90) shows that (a) implies (b) and (c) 
i -1 
implies (b). Let aen{A|Aey (1)} and let cj)eD(I) be fixed. 
If feY', we write f = f^ + F o r e a c n there are 
two sequences of simple functions S (f.) so that: (a) S (f.) 
r
 n j n ] 
f.(d>) for j=l,2; and (b) Is (f.)| < 1 for all n and for 1=1,2. 
For each feY' and each n there is one and only one A (f.) in 
J
 n ] 
y ^(1) on which S (f.) is constant because y is a zero-one measure, 
n 3 
Now aen{An(f )|feY', j=l,2, n=l,2,3,•••}. Therefore we have, by 
the dominated convergence theorem, that f(d)(a)) = f^(d)(a)) + 
f 0 U ( a ) U «- S (fn)(a) + S (f0)(a)i = I (s (fn)l + I (s (f0))i + 2 ^ ; n l n 2 ^ n l ; ^ n 2 ^  
l(f (<j>)) + l(f (dp)]i = l(f(d))) for each feY'. Hence 9(a) = 
K 9 ) and 9eD (I). 
o 
(ii) Assume that Y is compact. Then Y' is discrete ([21], 
p.362). Therefore = 1 ( 9 ) is automatically continuous for each 
d)£D(I). Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 imply that D(I) = D (I). 
(iii) Assume that Y is second countable. Then Y' is also 
second countable ([21], p.381). It suffices to show that F, is 
continuous for each d)eD(I). 
Let d)eD(I) and let f be a sequence in Y' converging to f 
in Y'. Then f converges to f pointwise ([20], p.222). Therefore 
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f converges to f(cj)) pointwise. Let h^(h) be the real part of 
f^ ( dp) (f ( dp)] and g R(g) be the imaginary part of f ( dp) (f ( dp)] . Since 
h < 1 and g < 1 with 1(1) = 1, the dominated convergence i
 n i n to 
theorem implies that F ( f ) = I (f (dp)] = I(h ) + K g )i -> 1(h) + 
cp n ^ n ' n n 
I(g)i = l(f((b)) = F (f). Hence F is continuous. 
(iv) Assume that Y' is first countable. In order to show that 
F, is continuous it suffices to show that F,(f ) -> F,(f) whenever 
dp dp n cp 
f is a sequence in Y' converging to f in Y'. It follows that 
each F^ is continuous by part (iii) above. 
(v) Assume that Y' is separable. Let H be a countably dense 
subset of Y' and let net f in Y' converge to f in Y'. If 
P 
F ( f n ) -> F ( f ) , then F^ is continuous and cpeD (I). Let dpeD(I) be 
cp 3 cp dp o 
fixed. 
For each 3eD, the directed set of the net f , there is a 
P 
directed set E and a net f(3,a), aeE , in H such that lim f(3,ot) = 
p p 
aeE 
We now show that for each 3 in D, lim F , f (3 ,ot) = F , (f _) . 
dp ^ dp 3 
aeEg 
Let 3 in D be fixed. If A = {f^}u{f(3,a)|aeE^}, then A is count­
able. Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 implies that there is an aeX such 
that l(f(dp)] = f(cp(a)] for every feA. Therefore lim F (f ($, a) ] = 
aeE e 
lim l(f(3,a)(cp)] = lim f (3 ,a) (<b(a)) = fg(<J>(a)) = I (f (<(>)] = F (f ) 
a e E 3 a e E 3 
because f(3,a) converges to f g pointwise ([20], p.222). 
Now let U = Hu{f}. Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 implies that 
there is an aeX such that l(f(<f>)] = f(<f>(a)) 
for every feU because 
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U is countable. Therefore lim F,(f.) = lim 
3eD * 3 3£D 
lim F. ff(3,a)) 









= lim f (9(a)) = 
3eD ^ 
f(d)(a)) = l(f(d>)) = F (f). Therefore F , is continuous. 
(vi) Now assume that Y' is countable. This is quite possible 
because if Y is compact, then Y is metrizable if and only if Y' 
is countable ([21], p.382). Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 says that 
if cj)eD(I), then there is an aeX so that l(f(d>)) = f(d>(a)] for every 
feY'. Therefore D(I) = D (I). 
o 
(2) (a) (i) If 9 £D 3, then Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 imply that 9eD Q(I). 
(ii) We will show that D^cD^. So, when it is shown that 
D cD (I), it will follow that D cD (I). 4 o v / } 1 o 
We say that a subset E of Y is a-bounded if and only if 
there is a sequence C^ of compact subsets of Y such that 
co 
Ec u C . Each EeS is a-bounded ([28], p.219). 
n = 1
 -1 -1 
Let d>£D and let Aecf> (S)ny (1). Choose BeS so that 
-1 (B) = A. There is a sequence C^ of compact subsets of Y so that 
-1. Be u C . It follows that at least one of the d> (C ) has measure 
, n n 
n = 1
 -1 
one. For assume that each d> (C ) has measure zero. Then, since 
n 
Ac u 9 _ 1(C ), we have 1 = u(A) < \ y (d> 1 ( C R ) ) Assume that 
n=l n n=l 
-1 (C ) has measure one. Then d> (C )ey (1) and 9(9 (C )]c 
n n v n J 
o 0 0 
C . It follows that 91 is in if f(d>) is measurable for every 
o 
f in Y'. Lemma 2 implies that d>eD(I), so that f(d>) is measurable 
for every f in Y'. 
-1, -1 
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(iii) Let cbeD, . We will show that 4 is in D ( I ) . It suffices 4 o 
to show that F,(f„) -> F,(f) whenever net fn in Y' converges to f 
cb p cb 3 
in Y'. 
We first show that F,(f_) -> F,(l) = 1 whenever net f_ in 
<p 3 9 3 
Y' converges to 1. Let C be a compact subset of Y and let Aey \ l ) 
such that cb(A)cC. Given e>0 there is a 3 such that 3 ^ 3 implies 
o o 
f ( C ) c { z |z-l| < e} because f 1 with respect to the compact 
p | p 
open topology. Therefore | F (f ^) - l| = |l(f^(cb)) - l| = 
| l(f g ( cp) ,A) - l| = | l ( f 3 U ) - 1 , A ) | < l ( | f G U ) - l|,A] < e for 
3^3". 
o 
Let net f in Y' converge to f in Y ' . Then f f ^  = 
p p 
f„f 1 because Y' is a tODological group. F,(f_f) = F 1(f 0)F,(f) 3 * cb 3 4> 3 4> 
by Lemma 3. Therefore F,(f 0)F A(f) -> 1. But 1 = F±(1) = F,(ff) = 
cb 3 cb cb cb 
F.(f)F.(f). Hence F.(f_) = F (f )F (f )F (f) + F.(f) and F. is 
cb cb cb 3 <P 3 <P cp cb cb 
continuous. 
(b) Let cbeD^ . The measure y^ must be equal to y because y is a 
real-valued measure. Therefore there are simple functions cb 
n 
such that cb •> (t on B and y(B ) = 0. For each n there is one and 
n 
only one A in p \ l ) on which cb is constant. Let a belong to 
n n 
00 
( n A ]nB, which is nonempty because y (1) is closed under 
n=l 
countable intersections. 
Let feY' and let f = f^ + f^i. Each f^ (cb) is measurable 
because y is complete and f.(cb ) -> f.(cb) a.e. for i=l,2. Note 
l n i 
~Rudin ([30], p.25) shows that |l(g,A)| < I(|g|,A) for g complex-
valued and y real-valued. 
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that f.(dp ) ^ 1 for all n and for i=l,2. Then, by the dominated 
' i n ' 
convergence theorem, we have f(dp(a)) f(d> (a)) = l(f(d) )) = 
1 ( ^ ( ^ ) 1 + l(f2((J»n))i -> 1(^(9)) + l(f2(4»))i = l(f(4>)). Hence 
9(a) = 1 ( 9 ) and dpeD (I). • 
Assume that y is a zero-one measure and that B = n{A|Aey "*"(1)}. 
We will now give examples of B empty; B a point and in A; B not empty, 
not a point, and in A; B a point and not in A; and B not empty, not a 
point, and not in A. Let X = [0,1]. 
Example 1. Let N = {Acx|A is countable}, N' = {A°|AeN}, and let A = 
NuN'. A is a a-algebra. If y(N) = 0 and y(N') = 1, then B is empty. 
Example 2. Let K be a non-empty subset of X, N = {Acx|KcA}, N' = 
{A°IAeN}, and let A = NuN'. If y(N) = 1 and y(N') = 0, then B = K in 
A. If K is a point set, then so is B. If we had defined N = 
{Acx|KcA and K*A}, then B = K not in A. 
The last theorem in this chapter shows that I is faithful 
(Definition 6 of Chapter III) if and only if y is a zero-one measure. 
We must first define the category C. 
Let 0 be the collection of all locally compact, Hausdorff, 
Abelian topological groups together with C . Note that C # is the range 
space of the functionals and it is not a group. If Y, Y^ are in 0 and 
Y^ is not equal to C < 9 then we define the morphisms as follows: 
(a) hom(Y,Y^) is the set of all continuous homomorphisms on Y 
into Y ; 
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(b) homCY^jC^) = Y^ is the set of all bounded, not identically-
zero, continuous homomorphisms on Y^ into C^; 
(c) hom(C^,C^) is the identity map together with 7, where 7 
maps Ct onto 1. Note that hom(Cf,Y ) consists only of the function 
which maps C% onto the identity of Y . 0 together with these morphisms 
forms the category C See Chapter III for the definition of a category. 
For each object Y, let D(I,Y) be the domain of I corre­
sponding to the set of functionals Y' = homCYjC^). Category C is the 
type of category that was considered in Chapter III if: (a) C is an 
object; (b) Y 1 = hom(Y,C^) is non-empty for each object Y; and (c) 
D(I,Y) is non-empty for each object Y. For each object Y, each constant 
function on X into Y belongs to D(I,Y) because |y(X)| < +°°. Therefore, 
the category C defined above satisfies these three conditions. 
We now show that horn (C ,C ) is the set of all bounded, not 
identically zero, continuous homomorphisms on C^ into C^ together with 
the identity map. If C is any category, then the identity map must 
belong to hom(Y,Y) for any object Y. Let f be a bounded, not identically 
zero, continuous homomorphism of C^ into C #. Then f(0) is either zero 
or one. If f(0) = 1, then f = 7. If f(0) = 0, then f is not continu­
ous because f maps C* (C without zero) into T (Lemma 1). 
Theorem 5 
(a) Let U = C . I is faithful on D(I) with respect to {13,13'} 
if and only if p is a zero-one measure. 
(b) Let U = T. I is faithful on D(I,U) with respect to 
{U,U'} if and only if p is a zero-one measure. 
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(c) Let U = Cm. I is faithful on D(I,U) = D(I) with respect to 
{U,U'} if and only if y(X) = 1. 
(d) Let U = c\ I is faithful on N(I) = {cpeD( I) | cb(x) is not 
zero for each x in X} with respect to {U,U'} if and only if y is a 
zero-one measure. 
Proof 
(a) (1) Assume that I is faithful. Let cp be a characteristic func­
tion in (X,U). Surely cbeD(I). This means that A _ 1 ( l ( c p ) ) = I((b). 
Therefore cbeD (I,U). Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 implies that y is 
a zero-one measure. 
(2) Assume that y is a zero-one measure. If cpeD(I), then surely 
cpeD(I,U) because each feU' is continuous and bounded, and y(X) = 1. 
Therefore D(I) is a subset of D(I,U). If we can show that 
l(f((b)) = f(l(<b)) for every feU', for each cpeD(I), then it follows 
that I(<b) = I(<b) on D(I). 
Now U' = (f(xtiy) = exp (i(ax+by))|a and b real} ([21], 
p.36 8), so U' is separable with H = {f (x+iy )e(J ' | a and b are 
rational} a countably dense subset. Theorem 4 implies that 
D(I,U) = D (I,U). Therefore, if (beD(I), then there is a y J in o cp 
U such that l(f(<b)) = f(y ) for every f in U' and I(cb) - y^. We 
must show that y. = I(cp). 
We will show that F^(f) = l(f(<b)) = f(y =I((b)) for each feH 
and each (beD(I). It then follows that l(f(<b)) = f(l(<b)) for 
every feU1 and each cbeD(I) because if f is in U' and not in H, 
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there is a sequence f in H converging to f. Then l(f(d>)) = 
V f ) * W = I ( f n ( * ^ = f J I ( ^ = W " f ( V = f ( I ( * » 
because F, is continuous (Theorem 4) and f converges to f point-dp n r 
wise. 
Let dpeD(I) be fixed and let dp-^j^ denote the real and imagi­
nary parts of dp, respectively. Then l(f(dp)) = f(l(dp)) for every 
feH if and only if I (cos(adp^ +bdp^ )) + I (sin(adp^+bdp2)) i ~ 
cos(aI(d)^) + bl (<J>2)) + sin(al(d>^) + bl(d>2))i for all rationals a 
and b . 
We will show that there is a xeX such that l(cos(a<j>^  + bdp )) = 
cos(a91(x) + bdp (x)) 9 l(sin(adp + b<J> )) = sinfadp^x) + bdp2(x)) for 
all rationals a and b, and I(dp^ ) = dp (x), I(dp2) = dp^Cx). It then 
follows that I (f (dp)) = f(l(dp)) for every f in H. 
Let dp* (dp*) be the positive part of dp^ (dp2) and dp^ (dp2) be the 
negative part. There are four sequences J(n,i), i=l, * * *,4, of 
non-negative simple functions such that J(n,l) t dp*, J(n,2) t dp^ , 
J(n,3) t dp*, and J(n,4) i (f>2. There are two countable collections 
of simple functions S(n,i) and T(n,i) such that: (a) for each 
pair of rationals a and b there is an i so that S(n,i ) r
 o o 
cos(adp^ + bdp^); (b) for each pair of rationals a and b there is an 
i so that T(n,i ) -> sin(adpn + bdp0); (c) |S(n,i)| < 1 and o o 1 2 
| T(n,i) | < 1 for all i and n. For each i=l,2,3,4 and each n there 
is one and only one A(n,i) in \i "^ (1) on which J(n,i) is constant. 
Also, for each i and n there is one and only one B(n,i) (D(n,i)) 
in \i "^ (1) on which S(n,i) (f(n ,i)) is constant. Let x be in the 
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intersection of all the A(n,i), B(n,i), and D(n,i). Such a point 
exists because y "'"(l) is closed under countable intersections. 
The monotone convergence theorem implies that <b*(x) <- J(n,l)(x) = 
l(j(n,l)) + I(<b*). Similarly we get <b~(x) = I(<b~), ^ (x) = Kd)*), 
and fix) = K<b~). Therefore Kd^) = ^ (x) and I((p2) = d) (x). 
The dominated convergence theorem implies that cos(a<b-^ (x) + 
b(p2(x)) <- S(n,iQ)(x) = l(s(n,iQ)) -> l(cos(a<b1 + b<b )) . Similarly 
we see that sin(acp^(x) + b<b (x)] = l(sin(a<p + b<b2)} for each 
rational a and b. 
(b) (1) Let I be faithful on D(I,U) when U = T. If <beD(I,U), then we 
must have l(f(<b)) = f(l(d))) for each feU'. Therefore cbeD (I,U). 
Hence D(I,U) <= D (I,U) and y is a zero-one measure by Theorem 3. 
(2) Assume that y is a zero-one measure. Now U' = {f If (y) = 
n 1 n 
y n for each yeU, n=0,±1,±2,•••} ([21], p.366). Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 2 implies that there is an x eX so that l(f(<b)) = 
f(d)(x )) for every feU', for each cbeD(I,U). But iff^cb)) = 1(d)) = 
f-^ cKx^ )) = <$>(xf. Therefore 1(d)) = 1(d)) on D(I,U). 
It remains to show that D(I,U) is a subset of D(I). If 
<beD(I,U), then f(<b)eD(I) for every feU' . Therefore f^tb) = <J> is 
in D(I) and D(I,U) is a subset of D(I). 
(c) (1) Assume that I is faithful. Recall that U' = hom(C > }C #) = 
{i,7}, where i is the identity map. If <beD(I), then l(f(<b)) = 
f(Kd))) for each feU'. Therefore y(X) = I (/((b)) = 7(l(<b)) = 1. 
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(2) Let y(X) = 1. It is easy to see that D(I,U) = D(I). If 
dpeD(I), then l(i(dp)) = i(l(dp)) and I (/(d))) = 7(l(dp)). Hence 
1(d)) = 1(d)) on D(I). 
(d) (1) Assume that I is faithful on N(I). If cj) is a characteristic 
function in (X,U), then dp belongs to N(I). Therefore dp is in 
D (I,U) and y is a zero-one measure by Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. 
(2) Assume that y is a zero-one measure. If dpeN(I), then 
dpeD(I,U) because the members of U' are continuous and bounded, and 
y(X) = 1. Therefore N(I) is a subset of D(I,U)nD(I). 
Let dpeN(I) be fixed. We will show that I (f( dp)) = f(l(dp)) for 
every f in U' . Let dp^  and dp^  be the real and imaginary parts of 
dp, respectively. There are two sequences of simple functions 
and T such that: (a) S -> dp • (b) T •> dp_; (c) IS I < I dp I + 1 
n n 1 n 2 1 n 1 ' 1' 
for all n; and (d) |T | < | dp2 | + 1 for all n. Note that 
K I dp. I + 1) < +°° for i = l s2. Let J = S + T i for n = l,2,3, 
1
 i 1 n n n 
The dominated convergence theorem implies that I ( J ) = I ( S ) + 
to r
 n n 
KT n)i •> I((})1) + I(dp2)i = Kdp). 
Let feU' and let f^jf^ ^ e ^ e r e a I a n ^ imaginary parts of f, 
respectively. For each n there is one and only one A^(B n) in 
y "^ (1) on which S (T ) is constant. Let a belong to the intersec-
n n 
tion of all the A and B . There is an N such that J (a) * 0 
n n n 
for n > N because J (a) -> dp(a) * 0. We will assume that n > N 
n 
for the rest of the proof. 
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The dominated convergence theorem implies that f(<j>(a)J = 
flJcpU)) + f2(4>(a)]i - f i ( J n ^ ) ) + f 2(J n (a ) ) i = l(f!(J n)) + 
l ( f 2(J n ) ) i l(f 1((b)j + l(f2((J)))i = l(f(<b)) because 1 ^ ( ^ ) 1 ^ 
1 for all n and for i=l,2. But also f(cp(a)) «- f (j (a)) = 
f ( l(J n)) -+ f(K(b)) because I(J ) -+ I(<b). Hence l(f(<b)) = f(l(<f>)) 
for each feU'. • 
It is possible to derive convergence properties, absolute con­
tinuity, and other properties of I when y is an arbitrary complex 
measure, but we will not do this here. We will complete this chapter 
by showing that I(<p,») is not in general additive on A even if u is a 
zero-one measure. 
Let (peD(I) and let A and B be disjoint measurable subsets of X 
such that I((p,AuB) = I( <b,A)I( <b,B) . Then I (f (<b) ,AuB) = l(f(<b),A) * 
l(f(<b),B) for every f in Y'. Therefore y(A) + y(B) = y(AuB) = y(A)y(B) 
by choosing 7 for f. If y(B) is not equal to one, then y(A) must be 
equal to y(B)/(y(B) - l). Now assume that y is a zero-one measure. 
If y(A) = 1, then y(B) = 0 and y(A) + y(B) is not equal to y(A)y(B). 
Therefore, if y is a zero-one measure and y(A) = 1 (or y(B) = l), then 




This chapter consists of three examples. Each example is con­
cerned with extending the Lebesgue integral to functions mapping a 
measure space into a space Y when the reals under addition (R), or the 
extended reals under addition (R), is used as the range space of the 
functionals. 
In Chapter IV we always assumed that the domain of the extension 
D(I) was non-empty. In each example we have D(I) non-empty and D(I) = 
D (I). Recall that D (I) is the collection of all d> in D(I) whose 1(d)) 
o o 
lies in Y. Examples 1 and 2 illustrate that it is possible to have many 
non-trivial members of CH(Y,R) or C0H(Y,R), and to also have D (I) = 
D(I). The last example shows how I contains Aumann's integral [11] 
when Y consists of non-empty subsets of real numbers. 
In all the examples, (X,A,u) is a measure space with A a 
a-algebra of subsets of X, and u an extended real-valued complete 
measure on A. I ( ^ ) denotes the Lebesgue integral of measurable real-
valued, or extended real-valued, \\) over X with respect to u. The domain 
of I(•) is D(I) = U I ( i/0 < +°°). 
Example 1 
In this example Y will be a semi-group of operators under com­
position. Let E^ be n-dimensional Euclidean space and let Y = {nxn 
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matrices A|det(A) is not zero}. Y, with the relative product topology 
from (E ,E ), is a group and a topological space. The operation © on 
Y is matrix multiplication. 
If Y' = {log |det(A)| k>0 andk*l}, then Y* does not separate 
K 
points in Y but Y ? is a subset of CH(Y,R). This last assertion follows 
from detCA^A^) = det(A^)det(A2) and the fact that det(A) is a continu­
ous function of its elements a... 
We will write d>(x) = A(x)eY for a d>e(X9Y). Since log, (a) = 
K 
ln(a)/ln(k) for each a>0, we see that D(I) = {d)(x)=A(x)c(X,Y) I 
I In| det (A(x)) < +°°} . Hence D(I) is not empty. 
We now show that D(I) = D (I). If <J>eD(I)9 then I(d>) = 
{AeY |det(A)| = exp(a)} where a = I (in | det (A( x)) | ) . This can be seen 
by considering the following equation: I (log, | det (A(x)) |) = 
I (in | det (A(x)) |)/Ink = ln(exp(a))/Ink = log k (exp(a)) . 
Recall that B = n{f_1(o)|feY'}. Obviously B = {AeY|det(A) = 
± 1}. If (j)eD(I), then we know from Chapter IV that I(d>) = A©B, where 
det(A) = exp(a), because Y is a group. Let y - exp(a/n) and D = (d^) 
where dii = y and d^ ^^  = 0 if i*j. Then I(d>) = D©B = {DA|det(A) = ±1} = 
{yA|det(A) = ±1}. 
Other properties of I can be found in Sections 1, 2, 4, and 5 
of Chapter IV. 
Example 2 
Here Y will be a collection of functions but we will not use 
composition for ©. Let S be a closed interval of real numbers [a,b] 
and let Y = (S,R) with the product topology. Choose any He(R,R) which 
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is one-to-one, onto, and continuous. For each g^,g2 in Y define 
g l © g 2 = H" (H( g l) + H(g 2)). For example, if H is the identity function, 
then © is ordinary pointwise addition. For each reS define f : Y -> R 
as f r(g) = H(g(r)) and set Y' = {f |reS}. Then Y is a groupoid topo­
logical space, Y 1 separates points in Y, and Y' is a subset of CH(Y,R). 
For each tpe(X,Y) we will write tp(x) = g(x,t) where g(x,t)e(S,R) 
for each fixed x in X. We will use dy(x) to denote integration with 
respect to x. D(I) is not empty because D(I) = (4>e(X,Y) 
Fi(g(x,r))dy(x) < +°° for each r in S}. 
We now show that D(I) = D (I). Let cpeD(I). The equation 
' f 
H" 1 l ( f U ) ) = l'H(g(x,r))dy(x) = H I H(g(x,r))dy(x) 
-1 
H(g(x,t))dy(x) implies that 1(40 = H -1 I H(g(x,t))dy(x) 
Now let H be the identity function. If g^,g2eY, then define 
g 1 ^ g 2 if and only if g-^t) < g 2(t) for every t in S. Then I(<b) = 
I(g(x,t)dy(x)), Y is a i.o. group topological space, and Y'cC0H(Y,R). 
When H is the identity map other properties of I can be found in Sec­
tions 1 through 6 of Chapter IV. 
Example 3 
In this example we will discuss the relationship between I and 
Aumann's integral when Y consists of non-empty subsets of real numbers. 
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Let P(R) be the set of all subsets of real numbers, Y is the set 
of all non-empty subsets of real numbers, and Y^ is the collection of 
all the non-empty convex subsets of real numbers. R denotes the 
extended real numbers under addition (with the usual conventions), 
© on Y and Y is defined as A©B = {a+blaeA and beB}, and < is set 
c 1 
inclusion. Y and Y^ are semi-groups under © and p.o. sets under <. 
We will now define a topology on P(R) and give Y and Y^ the 
relative topology. Let 2 = {0,1} with the discrete topology and give 
(R,2) the product topology. Then (R,2) is a compact Hausdorff topo­
logical space. Define H:(R,2) •> P(R) as H(f) = {xeR|f(x) = 1}. The 
natural topology N on P(R) is N = {H(A)|A is open in (R,2)}. 
Theorem 1. Net A in P(R) converges to A in P(R) in the natural p 
topology if and only ifn u A = u n A = A. 
3 a>3 a 3 a>3 a 
Proof 
Let us write A n = u n A , A,. = n u A , and K. for the charac-
3 a>3 3 a>3 
teristic function of A in P(R). Since H is a homeomorphism of (R,2) 
onto P(R) we have A + A with respect to N if and only if K. -> K in 
3 A 3 A 
(R,2). But K •+ K if and only if K (x) •> K (x) for every x in R. 
A3 A3 
Now K (x) -> K (x) for each x in R if and only if: (1) for each x in A 
A3 A 
Q 
there is a 3 such that xeA„ for 3 ^ 3 ; and (2) for each x in A there 
o 3 o 
c . 
is a h so that xeA for 3 ^ 3i . Hence A A with respect to N if and 
-
1
- p 3 
only if A cA and AcA . But A^ CA is always true. Therefore A A with 
p —3 ~~p 3 p 
respect to N if and only if A = A = A . • 
3 —3 
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For each A in Y define f (A) = sup (A) and f n(A) = inf(A). In 
u I 
Appendix C we show that f and -f„ belong to OH(Y,R), and f and -f„ r r
 u 1 u £ 
belong to COH(Y c,R). The following example shows that f does not 
belong to C(Y,R). If A = {-l}u(1-1/n,1) for n=l,2,3,---, then A -> 
n n 
{-1} but f (A ) is one for all n. 
u n 
If X = [0,1], A is the Lebesgue measurable subsets of X, and if 
y is Lebesgue measure, then we can extend the Lebesgue integral to 
functions mapping X into Y when Y' = {f^jf^} and R is the range space 
of the functionals. We will show that this extension contains Aumann's 
integral, but first we will define Aumann's integral and discuss a few 
of its properties. 
Aumann's Integral 
Let X - [0,1], let A be the Lebesgue measurable subsets of X, 
let y be Lebesgue measure, and let E be n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
° n r 
Definition 1. If for each t in X, F(t) is a non-empty subset of E , 
then A(F) = {1(g)|g is an integrable function on X into E^ such that 
g(t)eF(t) for every t in X}. 
A(F) is called Aumann's integral of F over X. It is possible 
that A(F) is empty. The following definition gives us the terminology 
needed to discuss the properties of A(F). 
Definition 2. Assume that F maps X into non-empty subsets of E . 
(a) If xeE , then Ixl = (I x n I , • • • , I x I). If x.yeE , then x<y 
n 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 n 
if and only if x. < y. for i=l,2,***,n. 
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(b) F is Borel measurable if and only if its graph {(t,x)|teX 
and xeF(t)} is a Borel subset of XxE . 
n 
(c) F is integrably bounded if and only if there is an inte­
grable heCXjE^) such that |x| < h(t) for every xeF(t) and for almost all 
teX. 
(d) F(t) is the convex hull of F(t) for each t in X. 
Aumann [11] notes that A(F) is always a convex subset of E . 
n 
He also proves that if F is Borel measurable and integrably bounded 
then A(F) is not empty and A(F) = A(F). Aumann shows that neither 
Borel measurability nor integrably bounded can be omitted in the previ­
ous statement. For the rest of this example assume that F is Borel 
measurable and integrably bounded. 
We now show that if n=l, then A(F)eI(F). The range space of F 
is Y, Y' = {f ,f^}, and the range space of the functionals is R. In 
Appendix C we prove that the functions F = f 0(F) and F = f (F) are 
measurable and integrable on X into R. Let a = I(F„.) and let 3 = I(F ). 
£ u 
Then 1(F) = {AeY|f£(A) = a and f (A) = 3}. Also in Appendix C it is 
shown that A(F)e{[a,3],[a,3),(a,31,(a,3)} = Q. Therefore A(F)eI(F). 
Now let us consider F when n=l. The range space of F is Y c, 
Y' = {f , f„}, and R is the range space of the functionals. It follows 
c
 u 1 
that F 0 = f.(F) and F = f (F). Therefore A(F) = A(F)eI(F) = Q. 1 1 u u 
Finally we note that D (D = D(I) if Y or Y c is the range space 
of the functions to be integrated and Y T = Y'c = {f 9f^}. If d)eD(I), 
then let c = iff (d>)) and d = l(f (d))). Then d)£D (I) because 1(d)) = 
{AeY(Y r)|f(A) = c and f (A) = d}. 
^
 1





In this appendix we will give a proof of the following theorem, 
used in Chapter IV, because we were unable to find a proof of it in 
the literature. 
Assume that (X,A,y) is a measure space with A a a-algebra of 
subsets of X and y an extended real-valued complete measure on A. 
I(IJJ,A) denotes the Lebesgue integral of measurable real-valued \JJ over 
measurable A with respect to u. We write I(i>) for I(ij;,X). Let f e(X,R) 
n 
and |l(f )| < +« for n=l,2,3,"-, and let fe(X,R). 
n 




(a) f converges to f in measure, or 
(b) f -> f a.e. and y is a-finite, 
then 11(f) I < +°° and lim I(f ,A) = I(f.A) for every A in A. 
n 
We will use the following two theorems in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let it (A) = I(f ,A) and t (A) = I(|f I ,A) for each n and each measurable 
n n n 1 n' 
A. I it | denotes the total variation of the finite signed measure it 1
 n 1 n 
for n=l,2,3, • • • . 
Theorem 2. ([29], p.182). If lim I(f ,A) exists and is finite for 
n 
every measurable A, then: 
(a) given any e>0, there is a 6>0 so that y(A) < 6 implies 
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I tt 1(A) < e for all n; 
n 
(b) if the decreasing sequence of measurable sets A^ converges 
to the empty set and e>0 is given, then there is a positive integer M 
so that I tt I (A ) < e for all m>M and all n; 1
 n 1 m 
(c) there is a ge(X,R) so that |l(g)| < + 0 0 and I(f ,A) •> Kg,A) 
for every measurable A. 
Theorem 3. ([28], p.108). We have I(|f -f|) 0 and |l(f)| < +«= if 
and only if: 
(a) f converges to f in measure; 
(b) given any e>0, there is a 6>0 so that u(A) < 6 implies 
t (A) < e for all n; 
n 
(c) if the decreasing sequence of measurable sets A converges 
m 
to the empty set and e>0 is given, then there is a positive integer M 
so that t (A ) < e for all m>M and all n. 
n m 
Proof of Theorem 1 
(a) We first show that f convergent in measure to f implies 
n r 
the conclusion. Since I tt I = t for all n ([28], p.123), Theorems 2 
1
 n 1 n r 
and 3 imply that I(|f -f|) •> 0 and |l(f)| < +00. 
Let AeA be fixed. For each n define g(n,A) to be f n _f on 
A and zero on A C. Then |l(g(n,A)) | < +°° for all n, g(n,A) converges to 
zero in measure, and lim l(g(n,A),E) exists and is finite for every 
n 
measurable E. Theorems 2 and 3 imply that |l(f ,A) - I(f,A)| < 
l(|g(n,A)|) = l(|g(n,A) - o|) •> 0. Hence I(f ,A) •> I(f,A). 
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(b) Now assume that f -> f a.e. and u(X) < +°°. It follows that 
n 
f converges to f in measure. The conclusion follows from part (a) 
n 
above. 
(c) Assume that u is a-finite and that f -> f a.e. Let 
n 
{A |n=l,2, , , #} be a measurable partition of X so that each A has 
n ^ n 
finite measure. 
Theorem 2 says that there is a ge(X,R) such that 
| 1(g) | < +00
 a n d i(f A) -> I(g,A) for every measurable A. We will show 
that g = f a.e. 
Let A be fixed. Part (b) above implies that I(f ,E) -> 
n n 
I(f,E) for every measurable subset E of A . Therefore I(f,E) = 
n 
I(g,E) for every measurable subset E of A . Hence f = g a.e. on A . 
to J
 n n 
It follows that f = g a.e. on X. • 
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APPENDIX B 
In this appendix we collect together the basic facts about com­
plex measures and integration with respect to complex measures that are 
needed in Chapter V. X is a non-empty set, A is a a-algebra of subsets 
of X, and C is the set of complex numbers. I(gdi,A) denotes the 
Lebesgue integral of measurable real-valued g over AeA with respect to 
real-valued measure T . 
Definition 1. A function y on A into C is a complex measure if and 
only if: (1) y(0) = 0; and (2) if E.eA for i=l,2,'" s and E. nE . = 
oo 0 0 1 ] 
0 for i*j, then y( u E.) = £ y(E.). 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
Remarks on Definition 1 
CO 
(1) Since u E. is not changed if the subscripts are permuted, 
i=l 1 
every rearrangement of the series must also converge. Therefore the 
series converges absolutely. 
(2) Royden ([18], pp.212-213), Rudin ([30], p.117), Hewitt 
and Ross ([21], p.118), and Zaanen ([29], p.178) define a complex 
measure in exactly the same way, but Halmos ([28], p.120) and Taylor 
([22], p.375) define it in a slightly different manner. Halmos and 
Taylor define a complex measure as a function y on A into the extended 
complex numbers so that y = m^ + m i where m^ and are signed meas­
ures (Definition 2). 
(3) Note that |y(X)| < +°°. Rudin ([30], p. 118) shows that the 
range of y lies in a disk of finite radius. 
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Definition 2 
(1) A function m on A into the extended real numbers is a signed 
me as ure if and only if: (a)m(0) = 0; (b) m assumes at most one of the 
values +00 and - 0 0; and (c) if E.eA for i=l,2,''-, and E.nE. = 0 for i*i, 
i i i 
oo 00 J 
then m( u E.) = Y m(E.). 
i=l i=l 
(2) If m is a signed measure on A, then m (A) = sup{m(E)| 
EcA,EeA} and m~(A) = -inf{m(E)|EcA,EeA} for each AeA. 
Remarks on Definition 2. If m is a signed measure on A, then m + and 
m are measures on A with m = m + - m . If y is a complex measure on A, 
then there are finite signed measures m^ and m^ so that y = m^ + m^i. 
Define y = m|, y = m , y = imt, and y = m . Then the y. are finite 
measures and y = (y 1~y 2) + (y3-y^)i. 
Definition 3. If f = f + f^i maps X into C, then f is measurable if 
and only if both f and are measurable real-valued functions. 
Definition 4. Let y = (y -y^) + (y^-y^H be a complex measure and let 
AeA. 
(1) D(I,A) = {fe(A,C) | f=f +f i is measurable on A and 
|I(fidy^,A)| < +~ for i=l,2 and j=l,2,3,4}. D(I) = D(I,X). 
(2) If feD(I,A), then let ij = K ^ d y ^ A ) for i=l,2 and j = 
1,2,3,4. Then 
I(f,A) = (11-12-23+24) + (13-14+21-22)i (1) 
We write 1(f) for I(f,X). 
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Remarks on Definition 4 
(1) I(f,A) is the Lebesgue integral of measurable complex-
valued f over A with respect to complex measure y. The definition of 
I(f,A) comes from Zaanen ([29], pp. 178-179) and Taylor ([22], p.375), 
and it is also contained in Halmos ([28], p.124) and Loeve ([23], p. 
142). 
(2) If y is real-valued (y=y ), then I(f,A) = I(f dy,A) + 
I(f2dy,A)i. 
(3) Let y = m 1 + m 2i = d-^-l-^ + ( ^ 3 - ^ 4 ^ I f w e d e : f i n e 
Kfdm ,A) = Kfdy ,A) - I(fdy2,A) and Kfdm A) = I(fdy ,A) -
I(fdy4,A) for feD(I,A), then I(f,A) = I(fdm ,A) + I(fdm2,A)i. 
Properties of I(f,A) 
We list below the basic properties of I(f,A) that are used in 
Chapter V. 
(1) If A ,A eA, A cA 2, and if feD(I,A 2), then feD(I,A 1). 
(2) If feD(I,A), then |l(f,A)| < +°o. 
(3) If f
 9f 2eD(I 9A) and if z^z^C, then z ^ + z^eDC 1 9A) 
and I(z fyhz f ,A) = z ^ f ,A) + z 2I(f 2,A). 
(4) If A,BeA, AnB = 0, and if feD(I,AuB), then I(f,A) + I(f,B) 
I(f,AuB). 
(5) If AeA, fe(A,C), f is measurable on A, and if |f(x)| < M, 
some M>0, on A, then feD(I,A). 
(6) Let A.eA for i=l,2,---,n, and A^nA. = 0 for i*j . If d>(x) = 
n ^ 
z.eC on A. for i=l,2,---,n, and if A = u A., then d>eD(I,A) and 1(d),A) 
n 1 i=l 1 
I z . y ( V -
i=l 
10 8 
Remark. Properties (2), (5), and (6) above are very important in the 
development of Chapter V. Property (2) states that I(*,A) maps D(I,A) 
into C, (5) says that all bounded measurable functions belong to D(I,A), 
and (6) indicates that all simple functions belong to D(I,A). All of 
these properties follow directly from the definition of I(f,A) and the 
fact that all the measures u. are finite. This is the reason why we 
3 




There are four theorems in this appendix. Each theorem is used 
only in Example 3 in Chapter VI. 
R denotes the real numbers and R the extended real numbers under 
addition. Let Y be all the non-empty subsets of R and let Y^ be all the 
convex members of Y. Addition in Y is A©B = {a+b|aeA,beB}, -A = 
{-a|aeA}, and < is set inclusion. Define f u(A) = sup(A) and f^(A) = 
inf(A) for each A in Y. If A 0 is a net in Y, then A n = u n A and 
3 a>8 
A 0 = n u A . A net A 0 in Y converges to A in Y if and only if A n = A = 
3
 3 a>3 a 3 "* 
Ag (Theorem 1 in Chapter VI). 
Theorem 1. f and -f belong to 0H(Y,R) 
u £ 
Proof. Obviously f , -f £e0(Y,R). Since -(A©B) = (-A)e(-B) and f £(A) = 
-f (-A), it suffices to show that f eH(Y,R). 
u u 
If A,BeY and both are bounded above, then it is well known ([31], 
p.8) that f (A®B) = f (A) + f (B). If A,BeY and A is unbounded above, 
r
 u u u 
then A«B is unbounded above and f (A®B) = +«> = f (A) = f (A) + f (B). 
u u u u 
Note that f„(*) < +°° and f (•) > -°° because their domain consists of Z u 
non-empty subsets of R. Therefore (+°°) + (-°°) can never occur. • 
Theorem 2. f and -f n belong to C0H(Y ,R). 
u £ to c 
Proof. Theorem 1 implies that f and -f„ belong to 0H(Y ,R). Let net 
u £ ° c 
A in Y converge to A in Y . Since -A -A and f (A ) = -f (-A ) it 
P C C p 36 p U. p 
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suffices to show that f (A„) -* f (A). Let x. = f (A„) and let x = 
u 3 u 3 u 3 
f (A). 
u 
(a) Assume that x < +°° and let 6>0 be given. We will show that 
there is a 3 so that x-6 < x„ < x+6 for 3 ^ 3 . 
o 3 o 
Let teA so that x-6 < t < x. Then there is a $ so that 
teA for 3 > 8n. Therefore x-6 < t < x. for g > 3 . . 
p i p i 
There is a 3 0 so that x+6 is not in A for 3 ^ 3 0 because 
x+6 is not in A. Therefore x+6 > each a in A g or x+6 < each a in A^, 
for 3 ^ 3 o 5 because the A are convex. We now show that there is a 2. 3 
3 q ^ 3 0 so that x+6 > each a in A for 3 ^ 3Q-
Assume that there is no 3^ ^ 3 2 so that x+6 > each a in 
A for 3 ^ 3 0 - Let D be the directed set of the net. Then there is a 
p o 
cofinal EcD so that x+6 < each a in A g for all 3 in E. The net 
(AQ 3eE) is a subnet of the net A„ and therefore has the same limit. 
p p 
Therefore x+6 < each a in lim A = A. This is a contradiction because 
3eE 3 
x+6 > x = sup(A). 
Hence x+6 > x g for 3 ^ 3g. Choose 3Q > 3 1 and 3Q > 3 g . 
(b) Assume that x = +°° and let M>0 be given. We will show that 
there is a 3Q so that x^ ^ M for 3 ^ 3 Q . 
Let teA so that M<t. Then there is a 3 n so that teA. for 
U p 
3 > 3 n. Hence M < t < x„ for 3 ^ 3 n . • 
u p u 
For the next two theorems we introduce the following notation. 
Let X = [0,1], A = the Lebesgue measurable subsets of X , B = the Borel 
subsets of X , u = Lebesgue measure, I(iJj,E) = the Lebesgue integral of 
measurable real-valued \Jj over E in A with respect to y, and let 
Ill 
1(40 = I(ip,X). An F in (X,Y) is Borel measurable if and only if its 
graph G(F) = {(x,y)|xeX,yeF(x)} is a Borel subset of XxR. An F in (X,Y) 
is integrably bounded if and only if there is an h in (X,R), |l(h)| < + 0 0, 
so that |x| < h(t) for every xeF(t) and for almost all teX. For the 
rest of this appendix we will assume that F is Borel measurable and 
integrably bounded. Define F = f (F) and Tn = f„(F). Aumann's inte-
u u I I 
gral of F over X is A(F) = {1(g)|g is an integrable function on X into 
R such that g(t)eF(t) for every t in X}. 
Theorem 3. F and F. are Lebesgue measurable functions on X into R 
u ic 
and | K F u ) | < +», |l(F ) | < +«>. 
Proof. If F and F. are Lebesgue measurable then |l(F )| < +°° and 
u I 1 u 1 
|l(F )| < + 0 ° because F is integrably bounded. We will first show that 
F is Lebesgue measurable, 
u 
(1) (a) There is an EeA so that F (x) < h(x) for each xeE° and 
u(E) = 0 . We may assume that EeB because there is an E^eS 
so that EcE 1 and y(E ) = 0 ([28], p.66). Define F' = F on 
E C , F' = {0} on E, and F' = f (F'). Then F' is Borel measur-
u u 
able and integrably bounded, F^(x) < h(x) for all x in X, and 
F' = F a.e. Hence F is Lebesgue measurable if F' is 
u u u u 
Lebesgue measurable. Therefore it suffices to consider only 
finite-valued F with F (x) < h(x) on X. 
u u 
(b) Let 3 = supA(F). Then |$| < +°° because A(F) is non-empty 
([11], p. 2) and F is integrably bounded. There is a 
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sequence in (X,R) so that: (i) |l(g^)| < +°° for all i; 
(ii) K g i ) -> 3; and (ii) gi(x)eF(x) for all i and all x in 
X. We now show that we can choose the g. so that 
- &2 ~ ~ fen " 
Define f± = g± and f n + 1 = supCf^••• sf n,g n + 1> for n>l. 
Then: (i) f. < f_ < ••• < f < (ii) |l(f.)| < +» all i; 
1 2 n i ' 
and (iii) f^(x)eF(x) for all i and all x in X. Since 
g i < f^ for all i, we have I(g^) < I(f^) £ 3 for all i. 
Hence I(f^) 3. Therefore we will assume that 
g l - g 2 - - n " 
(c) Now we will show that we may assume that the g^ are Borel 
measurable. For each g. there is a Borel measurable f. and 
i i 
an E.eB so that g. = f. on E? and y(E.) = 0 ([28], p.90). l i i i i r 
CO 
Let E = u E.. Then g. = f. for all i on E C and EeB with 
i=l 1 1 1 
u(E) = 0. Define F 1 = F on E°, F' = {0} on E, and F 1 = 
u 
Q 
f (F'). Also define h. = f. on E and h. = 0 on E for each 
u 1 1 1 
i. Then each h. is Borel measurable, F' is Borel measur-
i 
able and integrably bounded, 3 = supA(F'), |l(h^)| < + 0 0 
for all i, 1(1^) -> 3, hi(x)eF'(x) for all i and all x in X, 
and h < h < ••• < h < • *'. Also F' = F a.e. Hence, if 1 2 n u u 
F' is Lebesgue measurable, then so is F . Therefore we will 
u to u 
assume that each g. is Borel measurable. toi 
(d) Let g = lim g^. Then g(x) < F (x) for all x in X and g is 
Borel measurable. We claim that g = F a.e. which implies 
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that is Lebesgue measurable. To show this let us suppose 
that there is an EeA, y(E) > 0, so that g(x) < F (x) on E. 
We will use this to construct an fe(X,R) with the following 
properties: (i) |l(f)| < +00; (ii) f(x)eF(x) for all x in X; 
and (iii) K g ) < 1(f). This will give us a contradiction 
because, by the dominated convergence theorem (|g^ | ^ h for 
all i), 6 = lim K g ^ = K g ) < 1(f) < 0. 
(e) We may suppose that EeB because there is an E^eB so that 
E 1cE and y(E) = y(E 1) ([28], p.66). Define g = sup{g,0}, 
g" = sup{-g,0}, V(g +) = {(x,y)|xeX and 0 < y < g +(x)}, and 
W(g") = {(x,y)|xeX and 0 < y < g"(x)}. Now V(g +) and W(g~) 
are Borel subsets of XxR ([28], pp. 142-143). 
For any AcXxR we write -A = {(x,-y)|(x,y)eA}. If A is 
a Borel subset of XxR, then so is -A. 
Let T = {(x,y)|xeE and y>0} and let K= ^Tn(v(g+)) 
-(TnW(g )) Then {(x,y)|xeE and y > g(x)} = K and there­
fore is a Borel subset of XxR. 
Define F'e(X,Y) so that its graph G( F 1 ) = (E°x{o})u 
(KnG(F)). Then F T is Borel measurable and integrably bounded. 
We see that the values of F T are in Y because g(x) < F^(x) on 
E and F (x) = supF(x) on X. 
Therefore, ([11], p.3) there is a g'e(X,R) so that 
| Kg') | < +00 and g'(x)eF'(x) on X. Notice that g' = 0 on E° 
and gT > g on E. 
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Let Kg',E) - Kg,E) = 6>0 and let a = 6/2. Choose k so 
that Kg,Ec) - a < I(g k,E c) < I(g,E c). Define f = g on E C 
and f = g' on E. Then: (i) Kg) < 1(f); (ii) f(x)eF(x) on 
X; and (iii) | I(f) | < +°°. 
(2) We now show that F^ is Lebesgue measurable. Let He(X,Y) so that 
its graph is -G(F). Then H is Borel measurable and integrably 
bounded. Let H = f (H). Part (1) above implies that H is 
u u ^ u 
Lebesgue measurable. But F. = -H . • 
£ u 
Let a = I(F„) and 3 = I(F ). 
£ u 
Theorem 4. A(F) is one of the intervals [a,3], or (a,3], or [a,3), 
or (a,3 ) • 
Proof. Theorem 3 implies that I(F ) = supA(F). Since F n = -f (-F) we c
 u £ u 
see that 1(F) = -sup(-A(F)) = infA(F). The result follows because 
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